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Abstract
TheVan HornMountains caldera isasmall (
—
lO-km )igneouscenterin the Trans-Pecos volcanic
province.Thecaldera formed37 to38 myaduring eruptionof the firstof twoash-flow tuffs related
to the caldera. Partof the first tuff ponded within the caldera; the lower marker horizon of the
Chambers Tuff in the Sierra Vieja south of the Van Horn Mountains is probably the correlative
outflow tuff. Following collapse, the caldera waspartly filled by a heterogeneous assemblage of
air-fall tuff, tuffaceous sediment,and possible ash-flow tuff. Contemporaneous with this filling, a
rhyolite porphyry was emplaced in the middle of the caldera. The porphyry is comparable to the
resurgent dome of other calderas but does not uplift the intruded rocks. An intrusive-extrusive
complexof basalt,trachyte,and minor rhyolitewasemplaced justoutsidethe eastern marginof the
caldera; flows from this complexspilled overtherimand into thecaldera. Eruption of a secondmajor
ash-flow tuff, herein named the High Lonesome Tuff,may have led to additional collapse.
Collapse occurred dominantly along asingle,major,nearlycircular fracture zone.Embayments
in the fracture zone wereinfluenced by precaldera,largely Laramide structures. Large,commonly
brecciated blocks of wall rocks slumped into the caldera and wereincorporated into caldera fill.
Precaldera topography channeled most of the ash-flow tuff to the south, through a low areain the
caldera wall.
The 10-km area of the caldera and the no more than 10-km total volume of eruptedash-flow
tuff make it one of the smallest ash-flow calderas worldwide and more comparable to collapse
features associated with stratovolcanoes. Nevertheless, it shows all the features typical of much
larger volcanic centers.
No known ore deposits are associated with the caldera, but the rhyolite porphyry is
hydrothermally altered, exhibiting silicification and sericitization typical of many porphyry
molybdenum deposits. The apparent lack of deposits may be a function of the small size of the
magmatic system, lackof sufficient traceelement enrichment by differentiation,orlack of exposure
resulting from minimal erosion.
KEYWORDS: ash-flow tuff, caldera, igneous rocks, K-Ar, Trans-Pecos Texas
Introduction
The Van Horn Mountains caldera is a small
(~10-km ) igneous center in the Trans-Pecos volcanic
province within the Van Horn Mountains,a Basin and
Range horst (figs. 1, 2; plate). The caldera was the
source of two ash-flow tuffs; caldera formation
occurred during eruption of the first about 38 mya.
Subsequently, the caldera was filled with a
heterogeneousassemblage of air-fall tuff, tuffaceous
sediment, basaltic to trachytic lava flows, and the
second ash-flow tuff; thecaldera fill wasintruded bya
rhyolite dome, and a trachytic to basaltic plug was
emplaced just outside the eastern margin of the
caldera. Early mapping of the Van HornMountains by
Twiss (1959a,b) drew our attention to the area as a
place for further study of volcanism in Trans-Pecos
Texas. Although we have revised someof his work, we
owe much to his thorough and accurate study.
Thiscaldera isparticularly interestingbecause of its
small size. Its collapse area of about 10 km makes it
oneof the smallest of epicontinental ring structures, or
uash-flow calderas," and more like typical strato-
volcanoes (Smith, 1979; Lipman, 1984; Wood, 1984).
Nevertheless, it shows all the features of much larger
ash-flow calderas and clearly is one.
Regional Setting
The Van HornMountains caldera lies in the north-
western part of the Trans-Pecos volcanic province
(fig. 1).Theprovince isdominantly late Eocene to early
Oligocene (38 to 32 m.y.) inage,but activity extended
from 48 to 17 mya (Henry and McDowell, 1986). In a
regional context, the Trans-Pecos province is part of a
major volcanic province that extends westward from
Texas across Chihuahua and to the Sierra Madre
Occidental of western Mexico. It is generally accepted
that the igneous rocks of this province weregenerated
by processes related to subduction (Coney and
Reynolds, 1977; Damon and others, 1981). A paleo-
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FIGURE 1. Location of the Van Horn Mountains caldera in the volcanic field of Trans-Pecos Texas.
trench for this subduction lay off the west coast of
Mexico. Igneousactivity swept eastward from nearthe
present Pacific coast about 100 mya to Trans-Pecos
Texas about 40 to30 mya and theneithersweptrapidly
back to the coast or flared up nearly simultaneously
across almost all of western Mexico (Coney and
Reynolds,1977; Keith,1978; Damon and others,1981;
Henry and McDowell, 1982). Subduction-related
activity terminated nearthe west coastofMexico about
20 mya.
The Trans-Pecos part of this larger province is
characterized by several major volcanic centers,
commonly calderas or caldera complexes, and by
numerous small intrusive centers with little or no
associated volcanic rocks. Thecalderas werethe sources
of silicic ash-flow tuffs, and caldera areas are
characterized by thickash-flow tuffs,by thick sequences
of lava flows, especially where they fill the calderas,
and by numerous intrusions related to the calderas.
Tuffaceous sediments, probably derived by erosion
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FIGURE 2. Generalized geologic map of the Van Horn Mountains caldera.
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from air-fall andash-flow tuffs from the calderas, were
redepositedas alluvial fans and other deposits inbroad
aprons between calderas (Walton, 1975, 1979). A few
mostly thin,throughgoing ash-flow tuffs and lava flows
are interbedded within the tuffaceous sedimentary
sequences.Intrusiveclusters unrelated to calderas occur
in several areas, most notably in the Christmas
Mountains - Big Bend area but also in the southern
Davis Mountains, north of the Quitman Mountains, in
theDiablo Plateau,and inthe Hueco Tanks areaeastof
El Paso. Alkalic, silicic to intermediate stocks and
laccoliths are common in all these areas; more mafic
intrusions are common only in the Christmas
Mountains -Big Bend areaand in the Diablo Plateau.
The intrusions are commonly small (less than a few
kilometers in diameter) and were emplaced at very
shallow depths. Extrusive equivalents either are not
present or areminor. Probably these intrusions lacked
significant associated extrusive activity.
The Van Horn Mountains caldera occurs in the
northern part of the Van Horn Mountains, which are
separated by major normal faults from basins filled
with up to a kilometer of upper Tertiary sediments. The
areais a major structural high; Precambrian rocks crop
out in the Van Horn Mountains and in several nearby
Basin and Range horsts. In most other areasof Trans-
Pecos, Precambrian rocks occur only deep in the
subsurface.
Purpose
The purpose of the study that led to this report is
twofold: (1) to understand the development of the
igneous rocks of Trans-Pecos Texas and their regional
tectonic setting and (2) to determine the geologic
processes and settings in Trans-Pecos Texas that give
rise to oredeposits. This report focuses on the VanHorn
Mountains, a small volcanic center.
The Van Horn Mountains caldera was previously
recognizedasa volcanic centerby Twiss (1959a)but not
specifically identified as acaldera. As such, it isa small
but significant part of the volcanic development of
Trans-Pecos Texasand in turnfits into the larger picture
of subduction-related magmatism of western North
America. Understanding the development of the
caldera— including nature, timing, and geochemistry
of the igneous rocks andstructuraldevelopment— helps
in understanding the development of the entire
volcanic province.
Inaddition,studyof the Van HornMountains ispart
of anevaluation of themineral potentialof Trans-Pecos
Texas. Much of the mineralization of the region is
related to igneous rocks and, more specifically, to
calderas. For example, the large Chinati Mountains
caldera has several major deposits and numerous
prospects,apparentlyrelated tocaldera structuresand
magmatism (McAnulty, 1976; Cepeda and Henry,
1983;Priceand others,1983).TheVanHornMountains
caldera has undergone hydrothermal alteration but
appears to have no genetically related ore deposits.
Some nearby silver deposits are unrelated to the
igneous activity (Price, 1982). Comparison of the
Van HornMountains caldera withmineralized calderas
should help toidentify whatparticular characteristics of
calderas are important in localizing ore deposits,
including such characteristics as size, intensity or
duration of igneous activity, chemical composition of
associated rocks, structure, or host rocks.
Stratigraphy
Because this report is concerned primarily with
caldera development, the pre-Cenozoic rocks (fig. 3)
are discussed only briefly. However, rocks ranging in
age from Proterozoic to Recent are exposed in the
Van Horn Mountains (Twiss, 1959b). Major unconfor-
mities occur between the Precambrian and Permian,
between the Permian and Cretaceous, and between
the Cretaceous and Eocene or Oligocene. Although
Cretaceous sandstones and limestones formed mostof
the walls of the early Oligocene Van Horn Mountains
caldera,Permian and Proterozoic rocks mayhave been
exposed at the time of eruption because they were
incorporated incaldera fill.Formationof the Van Horn
Mountains caldera was oneof the earliest events in the
Tertiary volcanic activity of Trans-Pecos Texas, and
almost all igneous rocks near the caldera were derived
from it.
Precambrian Rocks
Meta-quartzite, meta-arkose, muscovite schist,
biotite schist, amphibolite, and pegmatite of the
Carrizo Mountain Group are the oldest rocks in the
Van Horn Mountains (Flawn, 1951; King and Flawn,
1953) and probably the oldest rocks in Trans-Pecos
Texas. Denison (1980) estimated adepositional ageof
1,200 to 1,300 m.y. of the Carrizo Mountain Groupon
the basis of Rb/Sr isochrons on metarhyolites. Condie
(1982) suggested that the Carrizo Mountain Group
represents a bimodal (basalt-rhyolite) volcanic assem-
blage resulting from Proterozoic subduction and
continental accretion. Mattison and Rudnick (1982)
showed that many of the silicic rocks were originally
rhyolitic ash-flow tuffs.
Metamorphism, reaching almandine-amphibolite
facies in the Van Horn Mountains but decreasing in
grade to the north, probably occurred approximately
1,000 mya (Denison, 1980). A major thermal event
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FIGURE 3. Pre-Cenozoic stratigraphic column, Van Horn Mountains,Texas (after Twiss, 1959a).
affected much of the Trans-Pecos region at this time.
This Grenville age closely corresponds to ages
determined for the granitic and rhyolitic rocks exposed
to thenorthwest at Pump Station Hills and in the Hueco
and Franklin Mountains (Denison and Hetherington,
1969).
Permian Rocks
Permian rocks restunconformably on Precambrian
metamorphic rocks in the Van Horn Mountains (Twiss,
1959a,b). Late Pennsylvanian - EarlyPermian erosion
apparently removed older Paleozoic sedimentary
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rocks,such asthose thatcrop out in the Sierra Diablo to
the north(King,1965).Theoldestand mostwidespread
Paleozoic rock in the Van HornMountains is the Hueco
Limestone, which is divided into two lithologically
distinct units. The lower Powwow Conglomerate
Member is composed chieflyof fluvial conglomerates,
sandstones,andsiltstones,along with minoramountsof
limestone and shale near its top. Thickness of the
member rangesfrom zeroto atleast82m (Price,1982).
The uppermember of the Hueco Limestone iscomposed
of 100to 120mof marine limestone anda few dolomitic
limestone lenses (Twiss, 1959a, b). Whereas theunfos-
siliferous lower part of the Powwow Member may be
Pennsylvanian (King, 1934), marine fossils indicate a
Wolfcampian (EarlyPermian)agefor theupperpartof
the Powwow Member and for the overlying Hueco
limestones (King, 1934, 1965; Hay-Roe, 1957).
The overlying Victorio Peak Formation crops out
over a limited area in the northeastern Van Horn
Mountains (Twiss, 1959b),whereitattains a thickness of
at least 73 m (Twiss, 1959a). It is composed of a basal
dolomitic sandstone member and an upper limestone
member. On the basisof fossilevidence,Twiss (1959a)
noted that a period of erosion existed after deposition
of the Hueco Limestone and before deposition of the
Victorio Peak Formation in this area.Nearthe Van Horn
Mountains caldera, the Victorio Peak Formation is
absent; Cretaceous rocks overlie the Hueco Limestone.
Cretaceous Rocks
TheCretaceous section in the Van HornMountains is
dominated bysequencesof limestones and sandstones
(Twiss, 1959a, b) that record transgressive-regressive
events (Scott and Kidson, 1977). The section is
approximately 1,100 m thick.Twiss (1959a)noted that
the Lower Cretaceous strata are transitional between
thicker sequences in the Chihuahua Trough to the
southwest, where DeFord and Haenggi (1970) noted
more than 3,800 mof Jurassic to Cretaceous sedimen-
tary rocks, and the thinner sequence on the Diablo
Platform to the northeast. The Chihuahua Trough, of
probable Jurassic age, is a deep basin floored by
evaporites, which are not exposed in the Van Horn
Mountains. Sandstonesdeposited incoastal plain (Scott
and Kidson, 1977) or beach (Twiss, 1959a) environ-
ments include those in the Yucca Formation, the lower
parts of the Bluff and Yearwood Formations, the Cox
Sandstone, and the upper parts of the Benevides
Formation and Eagle Mountains Sandstone (fig. 3).
Thick marine limestones deposited in mostly shallow
waterare present in the upper parts of the Bluff and
Yearwood Formations, in the Finlay Limestone, the
Benevides Formation, the Loma Plata Limestone, and
the Buda Limestone (fig. 3).
Tertiary Rocks
Most of the volcanic rocks of thearea werederived
from the Van Horn Mountains caldera. The Colmena
Formation and Buckshot Ignimbrite are precaldera
rocks unrelated to the caldera. Some late tuffaceous
sediments and trachyte lava flows are discussed in
sections dealing with the caldera, although their
relationship to it is uncertain.
Colmena Formation
Conglomerate and tuff or tuffaceous sediment of
probable Eocene age weremappedby Twiss (1959b)
as part of the Colmena Formation and are the oldest
Tertiary rocks exposed in the area (fig. 4). Twiss
included in the Colmena Formationtwounits we have
mapped separately: an ash-flow tuff we have
identified as theBuckshot Ignimbrite and several small,
isolated outcrops of basalt. We think the basalts are
actually part of an intrusive-extrusive complex of
trachyte and basalt emplaced during caldera
development. The conglomerates occupy a north-
trending valley cut into Cretaceous limestones and
sandstones near the southeastern edge of the map
area (plate). Twiss measured 5 m of coarse boulder
conglomerates and a 15-m covered interval that he
thought might be tuff. Clasts in the conglomerate are
up to 1 m in diameter and arecomposed exclusively of
Cretaceous rocks. Thusthe conglomerate wasdeposited
before significant volcanic activity began in the area,
on an erosional surface of at least moderate relief
developed on Cretaceous rocks.
Buckshot Ignimbrite
The Oligocene Buckshot Ignimbrite, which overlies
and occupies the same valley as the conglomerate of
the Colmena Formation (fig. 5), is the oldest volcanic
rock in thisarea.Itcontinues to the southeastern edgeof
the caldera where it directly overlies the Cretaceous
FinlayLimestone. Twiss measured 38 mof Buckshot ash-
flow tuff,including 1.5 mof basal vitrophyre, in valley
fill at the easternedgeof the map area(plate). Thisis
anomalously thick compared tothe regional thicknessof
the Buckshot, which is at most 19 m thick.
TheBuckshot isa peralkaline,rhyoliticash-flow tuff.
It contains a few percent alkali feldspar phenocrysts
(2 mm) and 1 percentorless greenclinopyroxene.Rock
fragmentsand pumice are less than 1 cmand compose
atmost 1 or 2 percent of the rock. The valley fill inthe
southeast has a densely welded base gradingupward
to amoderately welded top and appears to be both a
single cooling unit and asingleash flow. Cavities up to
5 mmacrossaredevelopedin spherulites;these cavities
are the source of the name "Buckshot." Several blister
cones (fig. 6), remnantsof fumaroles developedon the
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FIGURE 4. Correlation of regionalvolcanic units,Van HornMountains andnorthern Sierra Vieja. The lower marker
horizon of the Chambers Tuff is probably outflow tuff correlative with the caldera-forming ash-flow tuff in the
Van Horn Mountains caldera. Not to scale.
FIGURE 5. Buckshot Ignimbrite overlying conglomerate in Colmena
Formation. Both fill a valley that was eroded into flat-lying Cretaceous
rocks.
upper surface of the ash-flow tuff during cooling and
devitrification,occur in the Buckshot near the caldera
wall (Anderson, 1975). The blister cones, which are
characteristic of the Buckshot elsewhere, are uplifted
and intensely silicified upper parts of the ash-flow tuff.
Extensional fractures radiating out from the cones are
filled with jasperoidal silica.
The Buckshot Ignimbrite was erupted about 37 to
38 mya from the Infiernito caldera (Duex and Henry,
1981; Henry and Price, 1984; Henry and McDowell,
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FIGURE 6.Blister cone on uppersurface of the Buckshot Ignimbrite. Radial
tension cracks indicate that the Buckshot was solidified by the onset of
fumarolic activity.
1986) approximately 90 km to the south in the Chinati
Mountains area.TheBuckshot waspreviouslynotknown
to crop out in the Van Horn Mountains; these outcrops
nowconstitute its northernmost known occurrence. The
Buckshot is unrelated to the Van Horn Mountains
caldera for two reasons:(1) the Buckshot isclearly older
as it is truncated by the caldera wall. One outcrop of
Buckshot appearsto haveslumpedinto thecaldera and
is surrounded by tuff-breccia related to the caldera;
(2) the ash-flow tuff that produced the Van Horn
Mountains caldera contains abundant biotite, so it
cannot be peralkaline, as is the Buckshot.
Rocks of the
Van Horn Mountains Caldera
Garden of the Gods Intrusion
A distinctive,gray,flow-banded,sparselyporphyri-
tic rhyolitic intrusion crops out about 1 km from the
caldera wall southeast of CarpenterLodge in the area
known as Garden of the Gods (fig. 7). The rhyolite
intrudes Cretaceous rocks and volcanic rocks atleast as
young as the Buckshot Ignimbrite; it was probably
emplaced before caldera collapse but is likely part of
caldera-related magmatism. Cox Sandstone and Buck-
shot Ignimbrite both occur as roof pendants in the
center of the intrusion. The intrusion is in part
concordant and in part discordant. Along the south-
easternmargin, Loma Plata Limestone is flat lyingat the
contact. However,along the northwestern margin, Cox
Sandstone is recrystallized to a quartzite, dips away
from the intrusion, and is structurally uplifted at least
200 m.
Flow-banding and aligned vesicles in the intrusion
give therock a ropyappearance.The bandingroughly
parallelscontacts with country rock and roof pendants.
In the center of the intrusion the banding varies from
horizontal toundulatory, forming vagueanticlines and
synclines. The rock contains less than 1 percent total
phenocrysts,whichconsistof 1-mm rounded quartzand
alkali feldspar grains.The groundmass iscomposed of
interlocking quartz and alkali feldspar with minor
opaque minerals (fig. 8).
The vesicular, flow-banded character and the
doming of the host rocks indicate shallowemplacement.
Twiss (1959b) mapped this intrusion as part of the
rhyolite porphyry intrusion that occurs within the
caldera. Although the two intrusions may ultimately
have come from the same magma chamber, they are
texturallydistinct, occur in different settings,and were
emplaced at different times.
The major outcrop of the Garden of the Gods
rhyolite is outside the caldera and not in contact with
rocks that would allow correlation with caldera
stratigraphy orevolution. However,trachyte,probably
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FIGURE 7. Intrusive contact of Garden of the Gods rhyolite (left) with the
Buckshot Ignimbrite (right). Flow banding in the rhyolite dips to the
northeastparallel to thecontact,andtheBuckshot is domedaway from the
contact.
FIGURE 8. Photomicrograph of quartz phenocrysts in a groundmass of
quartz,alkali feldspar,andopaqueminerals,Gardenof the Godsrhyolite.
Long dimension is 3.6 mm.
related to an intrusive-extrusivecomplex emplacedlate
during caldera evolution, appears to intrude the
rhyolite along its northeasternedge.Twosmalloutcrops
of rhyolite at thecaldera marginabout 1 km southwest
of CarpenterLodgeappear to formpartof the caldera
wall and to underlie a large block of Buckshot
Ignimbrite believed to be slumped into the caldera.
Thus the intrusion is probably precaldera. Some
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petrographically similar, flow-banded rhyolite within
the caldera is probably part of the younger intrusive-
extrusive complex.
Caldera-Forming Ash-Flow Tuff
A rhyolitic ash-flow tuff is the oldest exposed
volcanic rock of the caldera; it is also the tuff whose
eruption led to caldera collapse. It crops out in a small
area (<0.5 km ) in the northwestern part of the
caldera,particularly along the southbank of anarroyo
just southwest of the windmill at elevation 4,456 (see
plate). The tuff underlies tuffaceous sediments of the
Hogeye Tuff and basaltic lava flows thaterupted from
an intrusive-extrusive complex nearthe easternmargin
of thecaldera. Italsounderlies the tuff-breccia thatfills
the caldera, but the ash-flow tuff and the tuff-breccia
may berelated and,at the least,aresufficiently similar
in the field that a precisecontact is difficult to identify.
The baseof the ash-flow tuff is notexposed,but it may
overlie the Buckshot Ignimbrite within the caldera.
Thetuff contains up to10percenttotal phenocrysts,
mostly of quartzand lesser alkali feldspar,which range
up to 2 mm in diameter. Small (<1 mm) biotite flakes
were found in everysample examined;commonly the
biotite is oxidized to iron oxides.
Small angular rock fragments,up to about 1 cm in
diameter, compose about 5 percent of most samples.
Fragments include probable Cretaceous sandstones
and limestones (but probably Permian limestones also)
and Precambrian metamorphic rock fragments
including schist and individual grains of muscovite,
microcline, and highly strained quartz.
Glass shards and pumice are unflattened, and in
general the ash-flow tuff is nonwelded but indurated
(fig. 9a, b). No suggestion of eutaxitic structure was
seen in either outcrop or thin section. Shards in one
sample are still glassy, but in several others they have
been replaced bycalcite,probablybecause limestone
isabundant bothas fragmentsand innearbyoutcrops.
A morewelded,lowerpartof the tuff mayunderlie the
observed exposures and outcrops of other, younger
rocks in the caldera.
The total thickness of the tuff is unknown because
the base is not exposed. The exposed thickness is no
greater than about 30 m but is difficult to estimate
because the lackof eutaxitic texturemakesthe attitude
of the tuff impossible to determine. We assume it is
nearly flat lying because overlying rocks are.Based on
the size of the caldera, the estimated volume of
correlative outflow tuff, and comparison with other
caldera-filling ash-flow tuffs in Texas,the tuff could be
as much as several hundred meters thick and mostly
densely welded. The total volume of caldera-fill tuff
could then beasmuch asseveralcubickilometers,given
the 10-km caldera area. Because observed tuff is
nonwelded, equivalent magma volume would be less.
However,any correction wouldbe well within the large
uncertainty of the original estimate for this and other
tuffs.
We suspect that the lower marker horizon of the
Chambers Tuff,exposedin theSierra Vieja to the south,
is the equivalent outflow facies of the ash-flow tuff.
Evidence for this correlation is presented below. Other
possible correlations are unlikely. Several quartz- and
feldspar-bearing ash-flow tuffs crop out in the Indio
Mountains just 10 km to the west,but these overlie the
High Lonesome Tuff (formerly calledPantera Trachyte).
The ash-flow tuff in the Van Horn Mountains caldera
clearly underlies the High Lonesome Tuff and should
overlie the Buckshot Ignimbrite inany outcropsoutside
the caldera.
Lower Marker Horizon of the
Chambers Tuff
The lower marker horizon is an informally desig-
nated unit in the Chambers Tuff (DeFord, 1958) that
crops out in the Sierra Vieja south of the Van Horn
Mountains. Although it does not occur in the Van Horn
Mountains, the lower marker horizon is described
becauseit isprobably the outflow facies of theash-flow
tuff erupted from and filling the Van HornMountains
caldera. Walton (1972) considered the lower marker
horizon anash-flow tuff because it isdistinctly different
from the enclosing tuffaceous sediments of the
Chambers Tuffand because it is laterally extensive. We
agreeand believe itiscorrelative with theash-flow tuff
in thecaldera because itis mineralogically similar and
occurs in the appropriate stratigraphic position.
The lower marker horizon,asdescribed by Walton
(1972) and corroborated by our investigation, is
composed dominantly of angular glass shardscontain-
ing minor (up to2 percent total) phenocrystsof quartz,
plagioclase, and sanidine. Shards and phenocrysts
range up to 0.5 mm in diameter. A photomicrograph
(Walton, 1972,p.77)shows incipient weldingof shards
around a sanidine phenocryst. The rock is diageneti-
cally altered to clinoptilolite, montmorillonite, and
calcite.
The lower marker horizon extends 40 km, from the
northernSierra Vieja, which isabout 15 km south of the
Van Horn Mountains caldera, to the southern Sierra
Vieja. It is laterally continuous, absent only where
channeled out, and uniformly 2 to 3 m thick. The lower
marker horizonoccurs in the Chambers Tuff about one-
third of the way upward between the Buckshot
Ignimbrite and the Bracks Rhyolite (the upperandlower
boundaries of the Chambers Tuff) and about halfway
between the Buckshot and the High Lonesome Tuff
(fig. 4).We know of noother areasof outcrop, butmost
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FIGURE 9a. Outcrop of caldera-forming ash-flow tuff
showing abundant small rock fragments in a gray,
devitrified but nonwelded matrix.
FIGURE 9b. Photomicrograph of caldera-forming ash-
flow tuff showing undeformed shards, quartz
phenocryst,andafragment of Precambrian muscovite.
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volcanic rocks have been completely removed by
erosion elsewhere around the caldera.
We agree with Walton's assessment that the lower
marker horizon is an ash-flow tuff. It is probably the
ash-flow tuff erupted from the Van Horn Mountains
caldera because it is petrographically similar to the tuff
within the caldera and it occurs in the proper strati-
graphic position. Also, the sedimentary record shows
that avolcanic sourcebecame activeto the northof the
Sierra Vieja at the time of deposition of the lower
marker horizon (Walton, 1977).
The total volume of the lower marker horizon and
therefore outflow equivalent of the caldera-fill tuff is
difficult to estimate because even its present distribu-
tion is so poorly known.A minimum of about 2 km can
be estimated from its occurrence in the Sierra Vieja,
which mayhavebeen its totaloriginal distribution.If the
tuff had once been more symmetrically distributed
around the caldera, the total volume could have been
as much as 30 km .Considerations of the size of the
source caldera, discussed on page 38, suggest that
something close to the lower value is more likely.
Rhyolite Porphyry Intrusion
Most of the south-central part of the caldera is
underlain by a white, coarsely porphyritic, rhyolite
intrusion. Therhyolite is in part covered byand inpart
intruded into its own tuffaceous ejecta or debris shed
off the rising shallow dome. Petrographically similar
dikes occur in two places near the southwest caldera
wall,and a lobe extending west from the main outcrop
may be a related flow (fig. 10a). Phenocrystsconsistof
large (5 mm), rounded,embayed bipyramidal quartz
(20percent) and subequal amounts(5 percenttotal)of
sanidineand plagioclase as largeas2 mmindiameter.
In all samples the feldspars have been silicified and
altered to sericite and a kaolinite-group mineral
(fig. 10b).The groundmassconsistsof a fine mosaic of
quartz (in part introduced) andcloudy alkali feldspar.
Chemical analyses (table 1, p. 26) also demonstrate
silicification. Mafic phenocrysts have been altered to
sericite and opaques,but fragments of the porphyry in
the tuff-breccia contain a few percent biotite.
The rhyolite porphyry was emplaced at a shallow
depth and was partly exposed during emplacement.
The rhyolite is overlain in many places by the tuff-
breccia (fig.11). In placesalong the contact of rhyolite
and breccia, lobate dikes of rhyolite prophyry intrude
the tuff-breccia (fig. 12),demonstrating that intrusion
and formation of the breccia were contemporaneous.
Flow banding is rare in most of the intrusion but is
present in thesedikes, where it parallels contacts. Two
other rhyolite porphyry dikes intrude the breccia near
the southwestern margin of the caldera (see plate).
A lobe of rhyolite porphyry extending west of the
mainbodyof the intrusion maybea flow (fig.1Oa).The
base is notexposed,but the overall geometrysuggests
a wide, short flow. Alternatively, it could simply be a
lobate dike from the main intrusion.
Tuff-Breccia
A heterogeneous but related assemblage of
breccia, conglomerate, and tuff crops out in the
southern and western parts of the caldera and
probably underlies much of the area under High
Lonesome Peak. For want of a better term, we have
informally designated this material "tuff-breccia." It is
probably in part ash-flow and air-fall tuff. It
incompletely fills the caldera, demonstrating that the
caldera predates the tuff-breccia. Twiss (1959a)
included this material within the Hogeye Tuff and
Rhyolite Stock of his study. Our work shows that the
tuff-breccia is in part derived from the Rhyolite Stock
(our rhyolite porphyry intrusion).
Near the rhyolite porphyry the tuff-breccia consists
of angular fragmentsof rhyolite porphyry,pumice,and
minor Cretaceous rocks in a white, tuffaceous matrix
that also contains abundant quartz and feldspar
fragments (fig. 13). Immediately adjacent to the
contact with theporphyry, the tuff-breccia isunbedded
andunsorted and gradesintobrecciated porphyryand
then into actual intrusion (fig. 11). The tuff-breccia
there appears to beagravitydepositderived withlittle
transport from the porphyry. Atplaces no more than a
few hundred metersfrom the contact, the tuff-breccia
clearly has been reworked by water.The deposits are
bedded,aresorted to somedegree,and show channels
cut into underlying deposits (fig. 14a, b).
Away from contacts with the rhyolite porphyry,the
tuff-breccia is nonbedded, coarsely clastic, and
unsorted. A varietyof rock fragments aslarge as30 cm
in diameter are in a commonly devitrified matrix
containingabundant pumice. Shardsarenotapparent
but may have been destroyed by devitrification.
Devitrification and the presence of bleached rims
around many clasts suggestthat the deposit must have
been relatively hot at the time of emplacement.
Near the caldera wall, the tuff-breccia contains
extremelylarge(up to 50 macross) blocksderived from
the caldera wall (fig. 15), but it is otherwise similar to
tuff-breccia elsewhere. The largest blocks are
Cretaceous rocks, including Cox Sandstone and an
unidentified limestone (probably Finlay), but smaller
fragments of Precambrian rocksandprobable Permian
Hueco Limestone are also present. The largest blocks
must have slumped into the caldera from the
oversteepened caldera wall, probably only shortly
after caldera subsidence. Theyarecommonly intensely
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FIGURE 10a. Possible flow of rhyolife porphyry extending as a flat lobe
westof the mainmassof theintrusion. The westernwallof the caldera is in
the background.
FIGURE 10b. Photomicrograph of rhyolite porphyry with quartz and
alteredalkalifeldsparphenocrystsina silicified groundmassof quartzand
feldspar (crossed nicols). Long dimension is 3.6 mm.
brecciated and recemented. For example, the more
than 50-m-long block of Cox Sandstone along the
western margin of the caldera has been totally
shattered (fig. 16). The fragments within this block
range up to 1 m in diameter and areno longer in their
original position relative to other fragments. Although
brecciation may be due in part to fracturing during
Laramide faulting, mostof it probablyoccurred during,
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FIGURE 11. Outcrop of rhyolite porphyry (background
and lower part of middle ground) overlain by tuff-
breccia (upperpartofmiddlegroundand foreground)
composed of coarse blocks of rhyolite porphyry.
FIGURE 12. Dike of flow-banded rhyolite porphyry
intruded into tuff-breccia.
FIGURE 13. Tuff-breccia consisting of rhyolite porphyry, pumice, and
pre-Tertiaryrock fragments in a tuffaceous matrix.
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FIGURE 14a. Crudely bedded tuff-breccia,probably air-fall tuff.
FIGURE 14b. Channel filled with water-laid tuff within tuff-breccia
sequence.
and because of, caldera collapse. Precambrian rock
fragmentscanbefound throughout thecaldera but are
abundant only in the northwestern part. Precambrian
rocks cropout justoutside thenorthwestern caldera wall
(see plate) but were probably never exposed in the
wall,at least at the present level of exposure.Thus the
Precambrian fragments and probably many others
musthavebeen broughtup from depthby the explosive
volcanism.
Thehighest outcropsand thusprobablystratigraph-
ically highest rocks are the least tuffaceous and
generally finest grained.For example,theoutcropdue
south of High Lonesome Peak is composed dominantly
of angular rhyolite porphyry clasts as much as10 cmin
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FIGURE15.Extremelycoarsetuff-breccia with randomly orientedblocks of
Cretaceous rocks. A tuffaceous matrix cropsout below the large limestone
block left of person.
FIGURE 16. Internal brecciation of a50-m block of Cox Sandstone within
tuff-breccia.
diameter. Quartzand feldspar grainsarecommon,but
pumice fragments are minor, and most are less than
1 cm in diameter.
The tuff-breccia grades further upward into well-
bedded tuffaceous sediment, containing abundant
quartz,feldspar, and biotite grains as large as 1and
2 mmin diameter. Thecontact between this tuffaceous
sediment and the tuff-breccia is gradational and
irregular. Considerable local relief must have existed
on the tuff-breccia surface before deposition of the
sediment. Some outcrops areonly crudely bedded and
share characteristics of both the tuff-breccia and the
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tuffaceous sediments. The mapped contact should be
considered the approximate location of a gradational
change.
The tuff-breccia may have multiple origins. Parts
near the rhyolite porphyry include probable debris
avalanches andsedimentarydepositsderived from the
rhyolite. Elsewhere the tuff-breccia is certainly
pyroclastic but couldbe either ash-flow orair-fall tuff or
both. The massive, coarse, and unsorted deposits
suggest ash-flow tuff. However, shards, characteristic
of ash-flow tuffs, are rare or absent. Devitrification
does not seem to have been sufficiently intense to
destroyall shard texture.Much of the tuff-breccia may
have been deposited as air-fall tuff. Heiken and
Wohletz (1984) indicate that ash produced during
phreatomagmatic eruptions is largelynonvesicular and
consists mostly of blocky pieces of the intrusion itself.
Such coarse deposits would lack the stratification
characteristic of fine-grainedair-fall tuff. Whatever its
origin, the tuff-breccia clearly accumulated in an-
already existing caldera basin with well-defined walls
andrepresentsacontinuation of the pyroclastic activity
thatgenerated theunderlying ash-flow tuff. With time,
tuffaceous activity and intrusion ceased or at least
declined dramatically. Deposition gradually changed
to lacustrine and fluvial sedimentation; the component
of local tuffaceous material decreased.
Occurrenceand distribution of therhyolite porphyry
and tuff-breccia may fit a model suggested for rhyolite
dome complexes(Fink, 1983). In Fink's model,differen-
tiation of a shallow,rhyolitic magmaproducesanupper
phenocryst-poor and volatile-enriched zone over a
lower phenocryst-enriched magma. With sufficient
volatile enrichment, contact with ground water, or
pressure release, the upper zone erupts to form a
blanket of coarse air-fall tuff. Continued rise of the
underlying magma allows intrusion of rhyolite into the
air-fall tuff. Therhyolite dome can evenbreak through
to the surface to shed coarse debris off its flanks and
send flows overthe earlier tuff. InFink'smodel,earliest
flows are commonly pumiceous obsidians. Emplace-
ment of phenocryst-rich magma is the final event.
However, because the phenocryst-rich magma has a
much higher viscosity than the volatile-rich,phenocryst-
poor magma,it does not flow far and instead solidifies
in place as a stock or dome. With the exception of
obsidian flows, this model is generally consistent with
the types of rocks and sequence of events in the Van
Horn Mountains caldera.
Hogeye Tuff
The HogeyeTuff is a regionalunit,derived in part
from tuffs erupted from the Van Horn Mountains
caldera. Twiss (1959b) mappedmuch of the tuffaceous
sediments of the Van Horn Mountains as the Hogeye
Tuff. However, he also included within the Hogeye
several units we have mapped separately, including
the ash-flow tuff and tuff-breccia that fill the VanHorn
Mountains caldera and some basaltic lava flows that
areinterbedded with tuffaceous sediments near the top
of the Hogeye Tuff. Our subdivision of the various
tuffaceous units is shown in figures 4 and 17. Wehave
restricted theterm"HogeyeTuff" to bedded,commonly
zeolitic,tuffaceous sediments thatcrop out both within
and outside the caldera (fig. 17).
FIGURE 17. Volcanic stratigraphy within andnear the VanHornMountains
caldera. Not to scale.
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The HogeyeTuff, as wehave mapped it,crops out
in twolocations outside the caldera: (1) nearCarpenter
Lodge at the southeastern margin of the caldera and
(2) about 1 km northeast of the northeastern caldera
margin. In the former location both the Buckshot
Ignimbrite and High Lonesome Tuff are present,and
theHogeye intervalisclearcut. In thelatter theBuckshot
isnotpresent,and tuffaceous sediment restsdirectly on
Cretaceous sedimentary rocks, a situation also recog-
nized by Twiss. This section may include deposits older
than the strict Hogeye interval and temporally
equivalent to the Colmena Formation. However, the
Buckshot at Carpenter Lodge rests directly on
Cretaceous rocks, and the Colmena Formation farther
to the southeast consists of limestone conglomerates
distinctly unlike the tuffaceous sediments northeast of
the caldera. Thus, the sediments we have mapped
northeast of the caldera are probably all within the
formal Hogeye interval.
Within the caldera, the Hogeye Tuff asmapped by
Twiss (1959b) includes units wehave identified asash-
flow tuff associated with caldera collapse and tuff-
breccia that filled the caldera after collapse. We have
used the term "Hogeye" to include only the bedded
tuffaceous sediment interval between the tuff-breccia
and the High Lonesome Tuff. As mentioned above, the
contact between the tuff-breccia and the tuffaceous
sediment is gradational, reflecting termination of the
initial phase of explosive volcanism in the Van Horn
Mountains caldera. Because both the ash-flow tuff and
tuff-breccia are clearly younger than the Buckshot
Ignimbrite, the HogeyeTuff mapped within thecaldera
represents only the upper two-thirds of the Hogeye
outside the caldera. The Buckshot Ignimbrite and the
lower third of the Hogeye could occur in the
downdroppedcalderablock beneath theash-flow tuff.
The HogeyeTuff is generally fine-grained,bedded
tuffaceous sediment typical of similar deposits
throughout Trans-Pecos Texas. The Hogeye Tuff in the
Van Horn Mountains is more variable than most other
deposits because parts of it weredeposited within or
neara caldera thatwasalso the sourceof much of the
tuffaceous material. Two distinct types of deposits are
recognizable: (1) a coarser grained, finely laminated,
probably lacustrine deposit,which makes up the lower
third of the Hogeye Tuff within the caldera and all of
the section near Carpenter Lodge and (2) a finer
grained but more thickly bedded, probably fluvial
deposit that makes up the upper two-thirds of the tuff
within thecaldera and all of the section inthe area just
northeast of the caldera.
The lower "lacustrine" part is commonly finely
laminated and shows distinctive sedimentary features,
including ripple marks and minor crossbedding.
Individual laminae are as little as 0.5 mm thick. The
overall appearance suggests lacustrine deposition
(Picard and High,1972), whichwould beconsistent with
accumulation in the closed caldera basin.
Detrital grains include coarse (up to 4 mm in
diameter) quartz, biotite, and porphyritic rock
fragments clearly derived from local sources, either
(1) by reworkingof theash-flow tuff,rhyoliteporphyry,
or tuff-breccia or (2) by continued infusion of air-fall
material. The groundmass contains abundant pumice
and glass shards.
Theupper "fluvial"partof the HogeyeTuff is thinly
bedded but otherwise structureless(fig. 18);itis similar
to the more regional tuffaceous sediments of Trans-
FIGURE 18. Fluvial tuffaceous sediments in the Hogeye Tuff.
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Pecos Texas, such as those of the Vieja Group.
Individual beds areseveral centimeters to several tens
of centimeters thick. Except for the clearly detrital
nature of component grains and rare crossbedding,
sorting,orother sedimentary features,the tuff could be
considered air fall in origin.However, Walton (1975)
has demonstrated that similar deposits in the Vieja
Group arefluvial sediments.Detritalgrains include fine
(<1 mm) quartz, feldspar, pumice, and glass shards;
biotite is absent or very minor and is about 0.25 mmin
diameter.
All of the Hogeye Tuff has been diagenetically
altered and is well indurated. Clinoptilolite and minor
montmorillonite fill spaces left by dissolution of glass
and generally cement the rock. In addition, some
lacustrine deposits and the lower part of the tuff near
Carpenter Lodge are intensely silicified.
Thickness of the Hogeye Tuff rangesup to 57 m on
the north face of High Lonesome Peak (Twiss, 1959a).
Twissalso measured32 mof tuffaceous sedimenton the
south face of High Lonesome Peak. This latter section
extends up from a hill of tuff-breccia, which was
probably a topographichigh at the time of deposition.
TheHogeyeoutside thecaldera is thinner,estimated at
20 mnortheastof thecaldera and 12 mnearCarpenter
Lodge.
Intrusive-Extrusive Complex
An intrusive-extrusive complex, dominantly com-
posed of basalt and trachyte but including some
rhyolite, wasemplaced just outside the eastern margin
of the caldera (see plate). The intrusive source is in
contactonly withCretaceous rocks; thusanagerelative
to other igneousrocks cannotbedetermined.However,
flows to the north and west either directlyunderlie the
HighLonesome Tuff orareinterbedded with tuffaceous
sediments of theHogeyeTuff below theHighLonesome
Tuff.
Field Relations
We have subdivided thecomplex into (1) acentral
intrusive part composed dominantly of trachyte but
including a small rhyolite domeanda basaltic ventand
(2) outlying lava flows,composeddominantly of basalt
with lesser trachyteand minorrhyolite. Identification of
the outlying flows from field relations is simple, but
delineation of the central intrusive part is less
straightforward. The mapped intrusive areaprobably
includes some flows. Cretaceous rocks dip away from
the intrusion,indicating doming,inseveral places along
its western margin. In other places, the contact is flat,
and Cretaceous rocks are flat lying up to the contact
(fig. 19a). In these locations the intrusion may have
been laccolithic or emplaced passively; alternatively,
parts may be extrusive. However, no basal flow
breccias areexposed along the contact,although they
are common at the base of definite flows. Near the
center of theintrusivearea,trachytecropsoutinseveral
concentric, vertical bands,about 10 m wideseparated
by poorly exposed tuffaceous material (fig. 19b). This
relationship suggestsintrusion through the tuff.Finally,
a small intrusion southwestof the mainareahas vertical
contacts with surrounding rocks, including the Garden
of the Gods intrusion, and is undoubtedly intrusive.
Trachyte composes most of the main intrusion.
However, a rhyolite dome intrudes the trachyte,and a
basaltic agglomerate may mark a former vent. The
rhyolite isnearlycircular and about 150 m in diameter;
flow banding dips gently outward on all sides. The
agglomerate is about 200 m by 400 m and consists of
coarse, angular to rounded blocks of basalt in anashy
matrix.The dome and agglomerate maymark source
areasof, respectively, rhyolitic and basaltic flows that
crop out to the west within the caldera.
Hogeye Tuff and High Lonesome Tuff overlie the
central intrusive area and demonstrate that it was
emplaced at a shallow depth and rapidly unroofed.
We envision a shallow stock feeding flows that
extended from the stock. Minor dikes of basalt,
trachyte,and rhyolite within andnear thecaldera could
have been additional sources for the flows.
Basaltic, trachytic, and minor rhyolitic lava flows
extended from the central intrusive area to the north,
south, and west. Basaltic flows spread farther than
trachytic orrhyolitic flows,which occuronly within about
2 km of the intrusive source. To the north,lavas flowed
down a valley cut in Cretaceous rocks and already
partly filled with Hogeye Tuff. The northern contact
between intrusive and extrusive parts isspeculative. To
the south, basaltic flows directly overlie Cretaceous
rocks and arenot in contact with other volcanic rocks.
Twiss (1959b) mapped these lava flows as part of the
Colmena Formation. We combine them with the
intrusive-extrusive complex on the basisof petrographic
and chemical similarities, but stratigraphic control is
lacking. To the west, lavas overlappedthe caldera rim
and flowed down into the caldera. At and near the
margin, several flows of basalt and trachyte are
interbedded with Hogeye Tuff. More distant outcrops
are dominantly basalt, which is exposed irregularly
across the western part of the caldera but may have
been more continuous at the time of deposition. A
basalt flow crops out 5 to 10 m below the High
Lonesome Tuff around High Lonesome Peak except
where concealed by colluvium.
Rhyolites areminorbutinclude morethan the three
small outcropsshown on theplate.Athin,flow-banded
rhyolite commonly having a glassy base underlies
basalt in several hills in the south-central part of the
caldera. Generally these outcropsare too thin toshow
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FIGURE 19a. Hillof intrusive trachyte (background)cut into gently clipping
Cretaceous rocks (left and in valley inmiddle).
FIGURE 19b. Concentric, vertical bands of resistant trachyte and
nonresistant tuff within the intrusive-extrusive complex. The trachyte was
apparently intruded through tuff. Flat-lying tuffaceous sediments of the
Hogeye Tuff and High Lonesome Tuff overlie trachyte in the hill in the
background.
on the plate, except for the outcrop represented by
sample 81-206. At thatsample location, the overlying
basalt has been eroded, leaving the hill capped by
flow-banded rhyolite. Inoutcrop, the rock appears to
be a lava flow,but thin sections of vitrophyre show a
flattened-shard texture, suggesting an ash-flow tuff.
The flow may have been derived from a small rhyolite
intrusion I/2 km northwest of Carpenter Lodge (see
plate) or from the central intrusive complex. The
distribution of the different lava flows is probably a
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FIGURE 20. Photomicrograph of basalt with olivine and dinopyroxene
phenocrysts in groundmass of plagioclase, olivine, dinopyroxene, and
magnetite. Long dimension is 3.6 mm.
function of source location and magma viscosity. Low-
viscosity basalts could flow the farthest so are most
widely distributed. Higher viscosity trachytes could not
flow as far so occur only near or within the intrusive
center. Rhyolites should be similarly restricted; their
somewhat wider distribution than the trachytessuggests
additional sources.
Petrography
Basalts contain olivine (FOss) and plagioclase
phenocrysts in addition to pinkish-gray clinopyroxene
(fig. 20). Theolivine iscommonly fractured andaltered
to serpentine, iddingsite,and goethite. In one sample
the clinopyroxene had unaltered cores with "worm-
eaten" margins consisting of clinopyroxene and iron-
titanium oxides. The groundmass consists of plagio-
clase, olivine,clinopyroxene, apatite, magnetite,and
ilmenite-hematite. Minor patches of chlorite may be
alteration products of interstitial glass.
Trachytes contain phenocrysts of a nearly colorless
clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, sanidine-anorthoclase,
and iron-titanium oxides (fig. 21). The pyroxenes
commonly occur as glomerocrysts and are altered to
mosaics of calcite and chlorite. Thegroundmassconsists
of feldspar microlites, clinopyroxene, magnetite,and
ilmenite-hematite.
The rhyolite flow is highly vesicular and commonly
contains sparse quartz and biotite phenocrysts. The
groundmass consists of alkali feldspar microlites,
opaques,and an irregularbrownmaterial thatmaybe
devitrified glass.Minor opal and possible zeolites line
vesicles. The rhyolite flow contains small (<CO.S mm)
phenocrystsof alkali feldspar,clinopyroxene,opaques,
andzircon.A sample of vitrophyre hasagroundmassof
highly flattened shards, although broad, continuous
flow bands indicative of a lava flow extend through the
rock.
High Lonesome Tuff
The High Lonesome Tuff is a 37- to 38-m.y.-old
(table 3,p. 38) rhyolitic ash-flow tuff, whose probable
source is the Van Horn Mountains caldera. It was
originally called the Pantera Trachyte byTwiss (1959a)
and correlated with the Pantera Trachyte of the Wylie
Mountains mapped by Hay-Roe (1957); this usagewas
continued by Barnes (1979) in the Marfa sheet of the
Geologic Atlas of Texas. For the following reasons,we
propose to formally rename part of the Pantera
Trachyteof Twiss theHigh Lonesome Tuff and torestrict
the name Pantera Trachyte to the appropriate lava
flows of the Wylie and Van HornMountains. The new
nameis derived from excellent,thick exposuresonHigh
Lonesome Peak (fig. 22). The type section is from Twiss'
(1959b) measured section 10 on the north side of the
peak;the High LonesomeTuff exactlycorresponds tohis
Pantera Trachyte.
The Pantera Trachyte was initially recognized and
mapped by Hay-Roe (1957) in the Wylie Mountains to
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FIGURE 21. Photomicrograph of trachyte with dinopyroxene and
plagioclase phenocrysts in groundmass of plagioclase, clinopyroxene,
magnetite,and ilmenite-hematite. Long dimension is 3.6 mm.
FIGURE 22. Thick High Lonesome Tuff composed of at least five separate
ash flows capping a ridge and overlying the Hogeye Tuff. The massive
outcrop in the foreground is tuff-breccia.
the east across the basin of Lobo Valley, where it is
dominantly a series of lava flows. Inhis mapping, Twiss
(1959a) recognized the distinction but, because the
rocksoccupied a similarstratigraphic position and were
petrographically similar, decided that the two rock
types were related. He concluded that the lava flow
may have been a rheoignimbrite. Teal and Hoffer
(1980) incorrectly identified the Pantera Trachyte in the
WylieMountains as anash-flow tuff.The workof Twiss
and our work show conclusively that the "Pantera" in
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FIGURE 23. Known distribution of High Lonesome Tuff. Measured thicknesses in meters are from Twiss (1959a).
Additional outcrops probably occur in the Wylie Mountains.
the Van Horn Mountains and in nearby areas to the
southwest and south is an ash-flow tuff. Pantera
Trachyte as mapped by Twiss (1959b) in the north-
eastern Van Horn Mountains is dominantly a series of
lava flows and is probablycorrelative with the Pantera
Trachyte in the Wylie Mountains. Some "Pantera" ash-
flow tuff (High Lonesome Tuff) does occur in the Wylie
Mountains (T. W.Duex,personalcommunication,1980)
but isminor. Identification of itscomplete distribution in
the Wylie Mountains awaits further mapping.
Figure23 shows the known distribution of the High
Lonesome Tuff. Although the Van Horn Mountains
caldera is probably the source of the tuff, eruption of
the High Lonesome Tuff wasnot responsible for initial
caldera collapse; the tuff simply ponded within the
pre-existing caldera. It is asmuch as139 m thick within
the caldera,asmeasured atits type locality (see plate)
on the slopes of High Lonesome Peak (Twiss, 1959a).
Outside the caldera it is much thinner; a typical
thickness is 12 m in sections measured in the Indio
Mountains,the southern VanHorn Mountains,and the
northern Sierra Vieja (Twiss,1959a;Underwood,1963).
It pinches out in the northern Sierra Vieja. The High
Lonesome Tuff may also have extended to the north
and west, symmetrically around the caldera,and later
eroded,although volumeconsiderations indicate that it
cannot have been extensive.
Estimated volume of the High Lonesome Tuff
3 3includes about1 km of caldera fill and 2to 10 km of
outflow. This estimate of caldera fill assumes an aver-
age thickness of 100 m over the 10 km area of the
caldera. The low estimate of outflow tuff volume
assumes that it spread primarily to the south. On the
basisof the sizeof the caldera,discussed below,the low
estimate is realistic; greatervolumes are unlikely.
The tuff is densely welded everywhere observed,
includingboth the thick outcrops within thecaldera and
thinneroutcropsoutside the caldera. Within thecaldera
it consists of numerous ash flows. Distinct layering,
consisting of benches within the ash-flow tuff,suggests
at least five ash flows or minor cooling breaks at the
base of High Lonesome Peak (fig. 22). Major cooling
breaks are not present, but we have not made a
detailed study to identify minor breaks within the
caldera. Immediately outside the caldera along the
ridge extending east-southeast from High Lonesome
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FIGURE 24. Photomicrograph of High Lonesome Tuff vitrophyre with
phenocrysts of alkali feldspar, clinopyroxene, and various opaque
minerals in groundmass of compacted glass shards. Long dimension is
3.6 mm (uncrossednicols).
Peak, cooling breaks are more obvious. We interpret
individual cooling units to represent single ash flows.
Thelowest flow has a perlitic, gray vitrophyreoverlain
by a poorly welded, devitrified zone. A second flow,
overlying the first,has ablack vitrophyre witha densely
welded, devitrified zone above it. An outcrop more
distant from the caldera in the southern Van Horn
Mountains consistsof four ash-flow units with a cooling
break between each.Hydratedvitrophyre occursat the
baseof the lowest twoash flows. Further to the south in
thenorthernSierra Vieja,wehave recognizedonlyone
flow,but it ispossible that welding,devitrification,and
vapor-phase crystallization have obscured flow
boundaries. Hydrated vitrophyres are exposed at the
baseof the High LonesomeTuff inmany locations both
within and outside the caldera. Vitrophyre may be
present over most of its outcrop, but talus commonly
covers the base.
The High Lonesome Tuff contains 6 to 12 percent
alkali feldsparphenocrysts ina groundmassof glassyor
devitrified shards. Plagioclase is a minor constituent in
some samples; two clinopyroxenes, a nearly colorless
pigeonite and a pleochroic brownish-green augite,
were probably present initially in all rocks but are
preserved only in vitrophyres. Oxidation during
devitrification has converted clinopyroxenes and any
other mafic minerals to iron oxides. Titanomagnetite
phenocrysts have been oxidized to oriented
intergrowthsof ilmenite andhematite. Primary ilmenite
phenocrysts appear to be unoxidized. A pyrrhotite
inclusion was noted within aclinopyroxene phenocryst
of a vitrophyre (fig. 24). Small rock and pumice
fragments make up at most a few percent of some
samples.
Although the major partof the VanHornMountains
caldera formed earlier, additional subsidence may
have occurred during emplacement of the High Lone-
some Tuff. The tuff dips gently inward from all
directions toward HighLonesome Peak. This attitude is
most pronounced along the ridge east of the peak;
although much of the base is covered by landslide
debris, it clearly drops from
—
1,650 m near the
inferred eastern caldera edge to less than 1,460 m
due north of High Lonesome Peak. The dip of the tuff
may have resulted from general subsidence of the
centralor westernpartof thecaldera withoutactual slip
along caldera faults. Alternatively, the tuff may have
simply filled in against wedge-shaped topography
developedon trachyte thatspilled intothe caldera from
its source to the east.
The High Lonesome Tuff must have nearly filled the
caldera because ash flows along the easternrim spilled
over and flowed down the north-trending valley
occupied by lava flows of the intrusive-extrusive
complex. The tuff is exposed along this trend only as
discontinuous remnantsdirectly on top of the lavas.
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Tuffaceous Sediments Above the
High Lonesome Tuff
A 25-m-thick sequence of coarse sandstones and
conglomerates (Twiss, 1959a) overlies the High Lone-
some Tuff on High Lonesome Peak. Angular, poorly
sorted volcanic rock fragments as much as 4 cm in
diameter (including manyfrom the underlying ash-flow
tuff),alkali feldspar grains,and pumice fragments as
much as1 cm in diameter make up the framework. The
sediments are poorly indurated and friable probably
because the low glass content did not allow for
extensive cementation during diagenesis. Coarseness
of the deposits and the minor tuffaceous component
indicate that the sediments accumulated within the
calderabasinat theendof pyroclasticactivity andfrom
entirely local sources.
A tuffaceous interval also overlies the High
Lonesome Tuff in the Indio Mountains and in the
Colquitt Syncline in the southern Van Horn Mountains
(Twiss, 1959b). However, these tuffaceous sediments
aresimilar to the regional depositsof the area;that is,
they are finer grained, more tuffaceous, and
consequently more zeolitic than the sediments on High
Lonesome Peak.Although someof the material in these
other deposits may have been derived from the
Van Horn Mountains caldera, their dominant source
probably was elsewhere.
Trachyte of High Lonesome Peak
A series of trachyte lava flows, the youngest
volcanic rocks in the area, overlie the tuffaceous
sediments on High Lonesome Peak. The trachyte is
aphanitic to very sparsely porphyritic and contains
1 percent normally zoned plagioclase phenocrysts as
longas3 mm.The light-gray groundmass ismadeupof
very fine trachytic alkali feldspar. A basal breccia
occurs on High Lonesome Peak, and in places the lava
flows are vesicular with chalcedonic fillings. However,
poor exposureof the units precludes determining the
number of flows present. Twiss (1959a) measured a
thickness of 93 m.
Twiss (1959a) correlated these flows with trachytes
in a similar stratigraphic position to the west, along
Green River, and to the south, in the Indio Mountains
and in the Colquitt Syncline. The trachyte in both these
areas is similar, although flows to the west contain
about 5 percent phenocrysts. Neither these flows nor
the flows on High Lonesome Peak correlate with the
coarsely porphyritic Pantera Trachytelava flows of the
northeastern Van Horn Mountains or the Wylie
Mountains.
The source of these late trachyte flows and their
genetic relation to the Van HornMountains caldera are
notcertain from field evidence. They arepetrographi-
cally similar to the trachytes underlying the High
Lonesome Tuff, but the general rock type is common
throughout Trans-Pecos Texas.Clearly the flows were
once more extensive and probably covered the
caldera.
Miocene to Recent Basin Fill
Poorly consolidated conglomerate,sandstone,and
siltstone occupy the Basin andRange basins of Green
River Valleyand Lobo Valley tothe westand eastof the
Van HornMountains. They werederived fromerosionof
the older rocks of the area and were deposited as
alluvial fans and lacustrine sediments in the initially
closed basins. Integration of the Rio Grande in
Pleistocene time has allowed dissection of the western
basin. Theeastern basinis still partof a closed drainage
system, although the base level is in Salt Basin, more
than 50 km to the north. Strictly speaking, alluvium
currently beingdeposited ineither basinis still basin fill.
Quaternary Deposits Within the
Van Horn Mountains Caldera
Quaternary terrace deposits, alluvium, and land-
slide deposits arethe youngestrocks in the area.A thin
gravel terracecoversbedrock in the central part of the
caldera; small, unmapped remnants cap ridges in the
western part. A cap of such deposits probably once
covered all the present lowlands in the westernpartof
the caldera but has been largely removed by down-
cutting of the creek that drains that area. Two major
landslide blocks occur northeast and east of High
Lonesome Peak where massive High Lonesome Tuff slid
on softer Hogeye Tuff sediments.
Geochemistry
The rocks of the Van HornMountains caldera and
vicinity arealkali-calcic by the classification of Peacock
(1931).They aregeochemically similar to rocksof other
volcanic centers of the western metaluminous (Barker,
1979) or alkali-calcic (Henry and Price, 1984) belt of
Trans-Pecos Texas. They are relatively alkali rich and
range incomposition from basalt (hawaiite) to trachyte
to rhyolite (see table 1, which also lists CIPW norms).
Figures 25, 26, 27,and 28 show plots of various oxide
and element components using volatile(H2Oand CO2)-
free compositions. All discussions of the trends are
based on volatile-free compositions. The appendix
provides petrographic descriptions of analyzed or
dated samples. This initial study reports the data and
briefly discusses their significance. A more detailed
petrologic study is underway.
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TABLE 1.Chemical analyses of rocks from the Van Horn Mountains caldera.
— =Not analyzed.
All analyses made after heating to 110°Cfor 24 hr to drive off adsorbed water.
Analysesby inductively coupled argon plasma spectrometer:
SiO2,TiO2,A1203, total Fe,MnO,MgO, CaO,Na20,K2O, P205, Be, Sr,Ba, Zr, Cv,Zn, V,Cr, andNi.









81-119 HB4-13 81-118 81-207 81-214 81-186 81-206 81-120 82-91 82-90 81-196 82-89
Major oxides (weight percent)
SiO2 73.55 75.35 79.55 78.13 76.12 73.78 76.11 71.91 60.11 59.25 59.98 58.64
TiO2 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.39 0.04 0.25 1.03 1.05 1.02 1.57
AI2O3 13.35 12.30 13.08 12.12 12.27 13.17 12.25 13.71 14.53 14.55 14.67 14.22
Fe203 1.64 <0.01 <0.01 0.08 0.23 1.69 0.38 1.77 5.15 5.25 4.40 1.93
FeO 0.17 1.08 0.15 0.24 0.37 0.51 0.53 0.06 1.22 1.14 1.68 5.66























Na2O 3.88 1.06 1.39 1.93 1.36 1.87 3.65 2.83 3.66 3.67 3.73 3.71
K2O 5.11 4.70 4.92 6.49 7.40 5.88 5.18 7.48 4.07 2.98 3.68 3.44























Total 99.90 101.05 100.40 100.08 99.40 99.61 99.54 99.27 99.97 100.60 99.81 99.89
Trace elements (ppm)
Be 8 2 <1 1 <2.5 9 4 <2.5
F 210 240 190 240 1,340 460 260 530 860
V 7 3 <5 <5 <25 <5 24 130
Cr <1 4 <10 <10 13 <10 20 160
Ni <2.5 <2.5 <io <10 <25 <10 11 64
Cv 9 2 4 4 <10 4 7 26
Zn 120 <40 9 8 58 62 57 45 58 57 74 97
Rb 315 317 425 235 341 250 143
Sr 26 266 38 49 46 75 13 50 435 489 435 322
V 73 19 29 46 56 28 30
Zr 195 55 59 62 268 64 71 <40 <40 128 97
Nb 63 8 10 34 93 27 29
Mo 2.9 1.4 4.0 17 3.0 3.4 1.8 1.5
Ba 25 134 68 105 93 . 365 29 306 840 374 397 688
Norms (weight percent)
q 30.75 46.15 52.01 41.52 39.62 38.71 34.11 25.68 11.00 13.15 11.86 16.40
c 1.05 2.08 5.12 1.63 2.02 3.14 0.22 0.14 4.11
or 30.19 27.77 29.07 38.35 43.72 34.74 30.61 44.19 24.05 17.61 21.74 20.32
ab 32.83 8.97 11.76 16.33 11.51 15.82 30.89 23.95 30.97 31.06 31.56 31.39
an 1.06 9.26 0.94 0.81 1.60 1.15 2.24 11.20 14.43 12.42 0.78
ne
di 8.75 5.44 8.38
hy
ol
0.37 2.20 0.42 0.40 0.56 1.67 0.91 0.30 4.26 6.84 3.89 13.51
mt 0.41 0.12 0.33 0.61 0.55 1.31 0.96 2.88 2.80
il 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.74 0.08 0.26 1.96 1.99 1.94 2.98
hm 1.35 1.27 1.77 4.25 4.59 2.41
ru 0.12
ap 0.15 0.57 0.61 0.68 1.42
cc 1.14 0.77 0.48 0.62 0.73 0.73 0.30 1.21 3.34 1.48 5.94
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TABLE 1 (cont.)
FeObycolorimetricoxidation-titration;Fby ion-selective electrode;Mo byspectrophotometry; andRb,V,andNb byX-ray fluorescence,done byEmil Bramson. All otheranalysesby
Mineral Studies Laboratory,Bureau of Economic Geology, Dr.Clara L. Ho,director.
Late
Intrusive-extrusive complex (cont.) High Lonesome Tuff trachyte
81-197 82-92 81-200 HB4-8 81-192 HB4-10 HB4-12 81-117 81-116 81-115 81-191b 81-113























14.11 16.96 14.75 15.84 13.89 16.32 16.29 13.33 13.34 13.97 12.55 17.22 A1203
4.73 4.76 6.53 4.48 4.97 4.47 3.55 1.01 4.04 3.20 2.81 4.00 Fe2O3
1.15 7.56 4.95 7.57 7.80 7.50 8.29 1.88 <0.05 0.08 0.30 0.17 FeO























2.97 3.61 3.62 3.93 2.88 3.65 4.23 3.40 3.75 3.87 2.57 5.12 Na2O
5.36 1.55 0.96 1.39 1.18 1.94 1.81 5.51 5.12 5.26 6.87 4.70 K2O
























99.72 100.95 99.88 99.29 100.14 99.53 99.97 99.72 100.30 99.36 99.97 99.90 Total
Trace elements (ppm)
<2.5 2 2 — 5 3 4 3 3 Be
510 1,010 510 470 — 850 380 310 280 750 F
140 240 250 — 5 7 12 14 V
150 240 540 — 2 1 14 25 Cr
59 110 150 — 3 3 3 3 Ni
31 58 32 2 10 3 2 Cv
64 93 109 102 140 73 82 100 97 97 49 133 Zn
183 13 24
—
286 155 167 131 Rb
337 1,030 817 778 623 1,120 1,060 87 119 114 102 458 Sr
23 31 26 — 66 72 67 48 V
134 173 236
—
496 521 508 530 441 Zr
28 18 28
— 48 60 57 52 Nb
1.0 <1 1.2 — 2.4 3.2 4.0 1.0 3.4 Mo
495 561 765 480 380 700 560 596 857 845 675 1,550 Ba
Norms (weight percent)
9.67 23.69 29.22 26.24 29.66 12.12 q
0.57 0.92 0.08 0.61 c
31.67 9.16 5.67 8.21 6.97 11.46 10.69 32.56 30.25 31.08 40.59 27.77 or
25.13 30.55 30.63 31.91 24.37 29.92 28.20 28.77 31.73 32.75 21.75 43.33 ab
9.34 25.50 21.16 21.48 21.49 22.42 20.12 4.84 2.89 2.71 2.22 8.45 an
0.73 0.52 4.11 ne









0.45 0.67 0.65 1.12 hy
ol
1.29 6.90 9.47 6.50 7.21 6.48 5.15 1.46 mt
1.86 6.70 3.48 4.98 4.31 6.82 6.78 0.87 0.19 0.21 0.68 0.42 il
3.84 4.04 3.20 2.81 4.00 hm
0.46 0.42 0.08 0.63 ru
0.68 1.31 1.70 0.98 1.22 1.38 1.31 0.17 0.26 0.26 0.17 0.74 ap
5.84 0.34 1.05 0.27 0.30 0.41 0.45 0.39 0.73 0.16 cc
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FIGURE 25. AFM (total alkalis,iron as FeO, andMgO)
plot of rocks from the Van Horn Mountains caldera.
Dashed line shows boundary of calc-alkaline (CA)and
tholeiitic fields from Irvine andBaragar (1971).
The samples were collected to be representative
bothof rock compositions of thecaldera and of original
magma compositions. In general, the first goal was
easily attained. The analyzed samples include a
spectrum ofcaldera-related rocks. Attainingthe second
goal was more difficult,but unaltered samples were
found for mostof the majorrock types.Onlyasmall part
of the caldera-forming ash-flow tuff is exposed. The
one sample judged suitable for analysis is hydrated
and possibly silicified and has lost some sodium.Most
samples of trachyte are variably altered. All but sam-
ple 82-89 are oxidized, and several samples have
significant amountsof introduced calcite (appendix).At
least twoof the rhyolite porphyry samples (81-118 and
81-207)aresilicified,and all threeapparently havelost
sodium and gained potassium. The four samples of
High Lonesome Tuff include one hydrated vitrophyre
and three devitrified rocks. FeO, Fe2O3, and several
trace elements in the vitrophyre and SiO2,MgO,CaO,
and H2O in the devitrified rocks are probably most
FIGURE 26. Harker variation diagram of total alkalis
and CaO plottedagainst Si02. Si02 concentration at
which totalalkalis equalCaO is about54 percent;that
is, the rocks are alkali-calcic by the classification of
Peacock (1931).CaO concentrations ofseveralsamples
with approximately 60 percent SiO2 are corrected for
high CO2 concentrations.
representative of magmatic compositions. Finally,
sample 81-186 is diagenetically altered tuffaceous
sediment. Its composition is certainly not magmatic.
Field relations show that all the rocks are spatially
and temporally related; this evidence alone suggests
that theyarecomagmatic. Someof thechemical trends
supportcomagmatism. However,simple fractional crys-
tallization isnotobvious becauseof large compositional
gaps and because some of the more-mafic rocks are
nepheline normative.
An AFM plot (fig. 25) and selected silica variation
diagrams (figs. 26, 27,and28) show somewhat contin-
uous trends. Silica concentrations range from 48 to
almost 80percent SiO2. Values above about 77.5 per-
centSiO2 areprobably a resultof silicification (Hildreth,
1981). Gaps exist between about 48 and 59 percent
and 65 and 70 percent. If the late trachytes,
representedby sample 81-113, are not related to the
caldera,then the second gap isreally between 61 and
71 percent SiO2.
Almost all the chemical variation demonstrated by
rocks of the Van Horn Mountains caldera occurs in the
intrusive-extrusive suite. That is, all other rocks,
including the precollapse rhyolite, rhyolite porphyry,
and the two ash-flow tuffs, are rhyolites and mostly
high-silica rhyolites.Rocks of thisstudycan be viewedas
two groups: rhyolites, which have a very narrowsilica
range, and the intrusive-extrusive complex, which
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FIGURE 27. Harker variation diagram of TiO2plotted
against Si02. Symbols are explained in figure 25.
FIGURE 28. Harker variation diagram of Sr plotted
against Si02. Symbols are explained in figure 25.
varies from 47 to 76 percent SiC>2. The intrusive-
extrusive complex, although compositionally more
variable, still contains the two compositional gaps
mentioned above.
Theorigin of the compositional gapsisproblematic.
Many outcrops of the intrusive-extrusive complex are
highly weathered or deuterically altered and are not
suitable for analyses. More complete sampling might
lessen or eliminate the gaps. Alternatively, if the gaps
represent the real absence of rocks of the appropriate
compositions, a variety of explanations are possible.
Baker (1968), Cox and others (1969), and Claque
(1978) suggest several magmatic processes that could
lead to gaps between basalt and trachtye. Parker
(1983) attributed a similar gap in presumably
genetically relatedbasalts and trachytesof the Paisano
Pass volcano in the nearby Davis Mountains to the
failure of conventional indices such as SiO2 to
adequately measure differentiation.
A moreserious problem arises from examination of
the six analyzedsamplesof basalt. Allarehawaiites by
the classification of Barker (1979), which uses the
Thornton-Tuttle differentiation index and normative
plagioclase compositions. Three of these samples
(samples HB4-8, HB4-10, and HB4-12) are nepheline
normative (table 1), and a fourth (sample 82-92),
although notnephelinenormative,sharesother charac-
teristics. All four sampleshave distinctly higher Fe/Mg
(fig. 25),higher total alkalis and lower CaOand MgO
(fig. 26), higher TiO2 (fig. 27), and higher A1203 than
the two other basalts,samples 81-192 and 81-200. The
four samples also have seemingly higher Sr, but with
some overlap (fig. 28), and higher differentiation
indices. The other two basalts are both hypersthene-
olivine normative, as is sample 82-92. Correction for
oxidation or for the presence of CO2, asis done in the
Irvine and Baragar (1971) classification scheme,
reduces the amountof hypersthene inthe norm.In fact,
sample 81-200becomes veryslightly nephelinenorma-
tive(0.03 percent)using this correction;sample 81-192
remains hypersthene normative. Nevertheless, the
other geochemical characteristics remain distinctive.
The significance of the difference in the normative
compositions is uncertain. Because all six samples are
justabout atsilica saturation,minor adjustmentsin CO2
or Fe2C>3/FeO can shift the results to show either
normativenepheline or hypersthene.Nevertheless,the
distinctive chemical characteristics show that there are
twodifferent basalts. Thedifferences areprobablynot
a result of differentiation of one to the other; for
example, higher alkalis in the four samples would
suggest that they are more differentiated, whereas
lower TiO2 in the other twosamples suggests that they
aremoredifferentiated. Assuming that the differences
in silica saturation are real, the four more-alkalic
samples should not be able to differentiate to the
quartz-normative and quartz-bearing rocks. The two
less-alkalic rocks could have. Two distinct magma
sources and chambers must have existed at the same
time.
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Sample 82-89of a trachyte dike from northeast of
the caldera shares several characteristics with the
nepheline-normative basalts. It has a higher Fe/Mg
(fig. 25), higher TiO2 (fig. 27),and possibly lower CaO
(fig. 26) relative to other trachytes. However, it is
distinctly quartz normative.
Fieldrelations areused toarguethatall rocks of the
intrusive-extrusive complex are related and erupted
from the sameintrusive sourceon theeasternsideof the
caldera. Clearly,dikes could be the source for some of
the nepheline-normative rocks. Also, only sample
81-192 was collected near the intrusion. Additional,
more detailed field work is warranted to determine
precise relationships among these rocks.
A similar conclusion about twodistinct magmashas
been reached in three other studies of Trans-Pecos
Texas. Barker (1977) found both nepheline- and
quartz-bearing rocks in the Diablo Plateau intrusive
belt.Investigation of the Paisano Pass volcano showed
an alkalic basalt-phonolite trend along with a more
dominant rhyolitic trend (Parker, 1983). Price and
others (1986) show that the Marble Canyon stock is
zoned from anepheline-bearinghawaiite marginto a
quartz syenitecore,a relationship that suggests mixing
of two distinct magmas. All these studies are of the
eastern alkalic belt (Barker, 1979), where under-
saturated rocks are relatively abundant. To our
knowledge,this isthe first study to identify twodifferent
trends among themid-Tertiaryrocks of the westernbelt.
Because of compositional gaps and uncertainties
aboutpossible parentalmagmas,any statementabout
differentiation or relationships between the rocks is
premature. Detailed petrologic study to determine the
origin of the two trends is underway and will be
reported elsewhere.
Precambrian Deformation
Folding, metamorphism, pegmatite intrusion,and
quartz veining in the Carrizo Mountain Group were
broadly contemporaneous (King and Flawn, 1953;
Davidson,1980)atapproximately1,000 mya (Denison,
1980). At exposures in the Van Horn, Carrizo, Eagle,
and Wylie Mountains, Flawn (1951) and King and
Flawn (1953) demonstrated that foliation in metamor-
phic rocks, contactsbetween lithologic units,andtrends
of pegmatite bodies and quartz veins generally strike
northeast. At least two periods of deformation are
recorded by the two major trends in strike: approxi-
mately N. 50° to 70° E. and N. 25° to 45° E. At the
well-exposedoutcropsin the MicaMine areanorthwest
of the caldera, the latter trend dominates (Flawn,
1951), and although exposures arepoor in the north-
eastern Van Horn Mountains, both trends are also
recognized (King and Flawn, 1953).
The northeast-striking foliations in the Carrizo
Mountain Group generally dip to the southeast and
may be related to thrusting and recumbent folding. An
overturned anticline is the major structural feature
mapped byFlawn (1951) in the Mica Mine area.At the
northern end of the Carrizo Mountains approximately
29 km north of the Van HornMountains caldera,rocks
of the Carrizo Mountain Group are thrust over less
metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the
Allamoore Formation(King and Flawn,1953). Roughly
southward-plunging lineations in metarhyolite of the
CarrizoMountainGroup and roughlyeastward-striking
fold axes in the younger Precambrian rocks in the
vicinity of the overthrust suggest northward thrusting.
Whether or not the Carrizo Mountain Group in the Van
Horn Mountains is allochthonous is uncertain.
Structure
Twiss (1959a) recognized five main events in the
structural history of the Van Horn Mountains:
(1) Precambrian (Grenville) metamorphism and
folding
(2) Late Pennsylvanian-Early Permian (Ouachita-
Ancestral Rocky Mountains) uplift
(3) Late Cretaceous- early Tertiary (Laramide)
folding and thrusting
(4) Middle Tertiary volcanism and intrusion
(5) Miocene- Recent (Basin and Range) normal
faulting.
Structural trends established during one episode of
deformation appear to have been reactivated during
later episodes.
Late Pennsylvanian - Early
Permian Uplift
Uplift related to Ouachita - Ancestral Rockies
deformation exposed rocks of the Carrizo Mountain
Group toerosionduring the Late Pennsylvanian toEarly
Permian. Conglomerates and sandstones in the
Powwow Member of the Hueco Limestone were derived
from these exposuresand deposited at the same time.
Onthebasis of thicker Permian marinesequencesto the
east,Twiss (1959a) considered the Van HornMountains
to have beenlocated in the coreof the VanHornUplift,
a structural high thatpersisted atleast into Cretaceous
time. The Van Horn Mountains caldera lies near the
southern margin of this uplift. The caldera is situated
adjacentto the southernmostexposuresof Precambrian
rocks in Trans-Pecos Texas, and for a distance of
approximately 90 km south of the caldera, Cretaceous
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and younger units cover any Permian rocks in the
subsurface.
Laramide Folding and Thrusting
Laramide deformation, which occurred dominantly
in Late Cretaceous and earlyTertiary time, is responsi-
ble for some of the tilting, folding, and faulting of
Cretaceous and earlier rocks in the Van Horn Moun-
tains. The deformation predates most of the igneous
activity in Trans-Pecos Texas, which occurred chiefly
between 38and 32 mya (Henryand McDowell, 1986).
Tertiary volcanic rocks generally dip less steeply than
the tilted Cretaceous sedimentary rocks. Contempo-
raneity of the waningstagesof Laramide deformation
withmiddle Tertiary volcanism issuggestedby regional
dike and vein orientations (Price and Henry, 1984).
Laramide thrust faulting and folding is more ob-
vious in the southernVan HornMountains thannear the
caldera. Twiss (1959b) noted that thrusting, with direc-
tions of transportdominantly from west to east,appears
toend near the westernmarginof the Van HornMoun-
tains.Thecaldera thus lies nearthe boundarybetween
the mobile Chihuahua Tectonic Belt to the southwest
and the stableDiabloPlatform to the northeast(fig. 1).
A north-northwestern to northern structural trend,
which is defined by fold axes and thrust faults (Twiss,
1959a),wasestablished duringLaramide deformation.
In addition, the northeastern structural grain of the
Precambrian deformation may have been reactivated
at this time. Similarly trending faults in the Indio
Mountains (Underwood, 1963) and southern Quitman
Mountains (Jones and Reaser, 1970) to the westhave
distinct strike-slip displacements, but in the Van Horn
Mountains, most faults with this trend exhibit normal
displacementsand probably formedduringMiocene to
Recent Basin and Range deformation (Twiss, 1959a).
Faults of both the north-northwestern to northern and
the northeastern trends locally appear to control the
northern and western boundaries of the Van Horn
Mountains caldera (see plate) and maybe reactivated
Laramide structures.
Caldera Structure
The topographic wall of the Van Horn Mountains
caldera is well exposed through morethan 270° of arc
(fig. 2; plate); only the southeastern rim is buried
beneath postcaldera rocks. The caldera boundary is
roughly circular, is only 4 km in diameter, and has
numerous embayments. Inplaces thecaldera boundary
followed or was influenced by older, probably
Laramide, faults. The central, subsided block is not
exposed,although some highly brecciated masses of
Cretaceous rock along the northwestern boundary
could represent part of the block. Thus the exposed
topographic rim isaneroded scarp of thecaldera fault
and not the actual fault.
The following description of the caldera boundary
beginsalong the northern edge,directly northof High
Lonesome Peak, and continues clockwise around the
caldera. At thislocation the boundary is least complex,
consisting of topographically low Hogeye Tuff within
the caldera basin lapping against higher Cox Sand-
stonein the wall. Thecontact ispoorlyexposedbecause
Hogeye Tuff is generally nonresistant. The boundary
continues beneath the ridge east of High Lonesome
Peak, where it is buried beneath lava flows and the
High Lonesome Tuff.
Southof thisridge to justsouth of CarpenterLodge,
thecaldera boundarymay consistof twoapproximately
concentric faults (see plate). The western edge of
precaldera Buckshot Ignimbrite outcrop marks the
approximate line of the major inner fault. Within this
boundary, precaldera rocks are not exposed; at the
southern end of it,tuff-breccia isdepositedagainst the
Buckshot Ignimbrite.
The outer, lesser fault is morespeculative, but may
be marked bythe contact betweenCretaceous rocks on
the east and the Buckshot Ignimbrite on the west (see
plate). The Cretaceous rocks on the upthrown side of
this speculativeboundary dip into thecaldera as much
as35°. TheBuckshot cropsout atmuch lower elevations
just west of the Cretaceous rocks. Either it wasdropped
downalong a fault orfilled a steep paleovalley formed
before caldera collapse. The small outcrop of Cox
Sandstone at this boundary consists of jumbled
boulders of sandstone and limestone up to 2 m in
diameter. Although no tuff matrix wasobserved,these
boulders may be similar to the tuff-breccia exposed in
the westernpartof thecaldera.Thenorthwest-trending
outcropof Buckshot Ignimbrite atCarpenter Lodgedips
to the north, generally toward this outer collapse zone,
whereas Buckshot capping the hill to the south is flat
lying. The dipping Buckshot either was deposited that
way against the wall of a paleovalley or wastilted by
caldera collapse.
Tuff-breccia juxtaposed against Cretaceous rocks
marks the southern caldera boundary from Carpenter
Lodge around to the western edge where the stream
drains out of the caldera (fig. 29). Cretaceous rocks in
the caldera wall aregenerally topographically higher
than the softer breccia within the caldera. The breccia
and younger rocks have probably been extensively
eroded from within thecaldera. Along the southwestern
caldera wall, tuff-breccia crops out at an elevation
150 m above the topographically lowest exposure of
tuff-breccia in the caldera basin. Just southwest of
Carpenter Lodge a large block of Buckshot Ignimbrite
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FIGURE29. Western topographic wallof caldera.Light-colored rock inlow
ground is tuff-breccia. The dike on the left is a basalt of the intrusive-
extrusive complex.
and precaldera rhyolite is surrounded by breccia; the
block slumped into thecaldera from theadjacent wall.
The northwestern boundary of the caldera is
complex. Tuff-breccia lies against Cretaceous rocks
similar to the situation along the southern margin.
However, much of the Cretaceous rock, which is
dominantly CoxSandstone,isintensely brecciated and,
by our interpretation, is within the caldera. The
character of these brecciated rocks varies considerably
indegreeof brecciation and in presenceandamountof
tuffaceous matrix. One hill of Cox Sandstone, striking
northeast anddipping 25° northwest (see plate),seems
simply to have slumped into the caldera asadisplaced
but coherent block. In places, generally farthest from
the center of the caldera, the rocks are internally
fractured but notextensivelydisplaced relative to each
other;the original sedimentary layering canbe traced
roughly through them. With an increase in intensity of
brecciation,rocks are displaced relative to each other,
layering becomes indistinct,and the character of the
rock, beyondsimple lithology, becomes unclear. In the
most intensely brecciated rocks, diverse lithologies are
juxtaposed in random orientations (fig. 15).
The rocks grade continuously from fractured
sandstone to tuff-breccia with sandstone and other
clasts. As the intensityof brecciation increases,amatrix
of tuff-breccia appears and becomes a prominent
constituent. The least deformed rocks have no matrix.
The mostdeformed haveas much matrix as clasts,and
the tuff-breccia is itself a further development of this
trend,having a few large,scattered clasts inanalmost
entirely volcanic matrix. The point at which matrix first
appearsis noteasy to identify becausethe tuff-breccia
is nonresistant. Outcrops are dominated by the more
resistant Cretaceous rocks, particularly fragments of
Cox Sandstone. Only Cretaceous rocks can beseen on
aerial photographsor from adistance, and ageneral
stratigraphic order ispreservedin atleast onelocation.
Except for the lack of continuous bedding,the outcrops
would be interpreted as undisturbed Cretaceous.
Theorigin of these brecciated rocks isclearly tied to
caldera formation. Laramide deformation has also
brecciated the Cretaceous rocks, and some of the
brecciation observed may be related to Laramide
folding or faulting. However, we have observed the
intense brecciation described above only adjacent to
the caldera. We believe that these rocks slumped into
the caldera, at least during formation of the tuff-
breccia, but possibly also during initial caldera
subsidence. The most intensely deformed rocks, and
clearly those with any volcanic matrix, must have
formed after initial subsidence. Theyweredepositedby
landslides from the oversteepenedcaldera wall. The
landslide blocks disaggregated and became randomly
oriented in a volcanic matrix. Brecciated rocks with no
volcanic matrix areprobably also large landslideblocks
that simply did not disaggregate sufficiently to allow
incorporation of a volcanic matrix. Less likely, they may
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FIGURE30. Largeslump block of Cretaceous rocks along westerncaldera
wall. Slump is ragged ridge in middle ground and consists of Cox
Sandstone dipping 25° to northwest into less steeplydippingsandstone in
caldera wall.
have slumped into thecaldera during initial formation
and before the tuff-breccia wasdeposited. If so, they
could have incorporated ash-flow tuff.
We have chosen the contact between undeformed
precaldera rocks and similar but brecciated rocks to
mark the caldera boundary because it is the limit of
caldera-related deformation. From the description
above,itisclear thatinplacesthis contactsimply marks
where blocks fell into thecaldera (fig. 30). In part, the
contact follows precaldera faults or other structures; in
part, the contactappears tobe gradational and may
be more of a hingeline. For example, the large
(1.5 X 0.5 km), wedge-shaped breccia block in the
northwestern corner of the caldera is bounded on the
southwest by a normal fault and on the northwest by a
gradational contact with undeformed Cox Sandstone.
A traversealong the northeast-trending arroyo through
themiddleof theblock from the fault to the tuff-breccia
illustrates thecomplexity of the caldera boundary.The
fault dividesunbrecciated Hueco Limestone outside the
caldera fromhighly fractured CoxSandstone within the
caldera on the northeast side of the fault. At the fault
the Cox is fractured but is still in place. Halfway to the
tuff-breccia,fracturing is much moreintense and only
thecrudest layeringcanbeobserved.Near the contact
with tuff-breccia, the block consists of randomly
oriented fragments of Cox Sandstone or, right at the
contact, Finlay Limestone, in a volcanic matrix. This
block may have slumped into the caldera along a
hingeline at the gradational contact and been
displaced along the northwest-trending fault. The fault
continues to thenorthwest wellbeyondthe caldera soit
must have a noncaldera origin. Basin and Range
faulting may have further reactivated the fault.
Although wehave chosen the abovecontactas the
caldera boundary, the contact probably does not have
significant displacement where it is a hingeline.Major
displacement during initial caldera subsidence prob-
ably occurred along what is now the contact between
brecciated precaldera rocks and the tuff-breccia.
Except for the "landslide" blocks and the specula-
tive concentric faults along the eastern margin, the
caldera boundaryseems tohave beena single,nearly
circular collapse zone. Initial subsidence must have
been almost entirely along this single zone with later
modifications caused by slumping along the over-
steepened caldera wall. The caldera boundary,
particularly the subsequent slump features, was
strongly influenced by precaldera structures. The
caldera boundary, as wedefine it, is highly embayed
along north and northwest trends.
The rhyoliteporphyry is acentral intrusionsimilar to
resurgentdomes of manycalderas described bySmith
and Bailey(1968).However,the rhyolite porphyrydoes
notclearly uplift the intrudedrocks. Thegeneral lack of
layering in the tuff-breccia may disguise uplift, but it
appears that the rhyolite simply intruded through the
breccia. This lack ofupliftmay indicate thatthe caldera
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floor, whichis totally buried,mayhave been extensively
broken during initial caldera collapse. The linear
contacts of much of the rhyolite porphyry and tuff-
breccia, which lie along continuations of trends of
precaldera faults, suggest that brecciation of the
caldera floor channeled emplacement of the rhyolite
porphyry. Dismemberment of the floor allowed the
rhyolite to intrude through it without having to uplift it.
Brecciation of the caldera floor is indicated both by
highly brecciated blocks along the wall and, possibly
more importantly, by the abundant precaldera faults
trending toward the caldera. Laramide or older faults
may have sufficiently divided thecaldera areabefore
collapse so that the floor broke along the faults during
collapse. If this hypothesis is correct, the Van Horn
Mountains caldera may be unlike most calderas in
which the central block subsided largely unbroken
(Lipman, 1984).
The underlying magma chamber apparently did
not dome precaldera rocks. Attitudes of the older rocks
show noconsistent relationship to thecaldera.Probably
the attitudes are all a result of Laramide and other
precaldera events.
Basin and Range Deformation
Basin and Range normal faulting, which postdates
the voluminous Tertiary volcanic activity in Trans-Pecos
Texas,probably began about 23 mya (Muehlberger,
1980; Henry and Price, 1986) and continues into the
Recent (Baker, 1934a;Muehlberger and others, 1978;
Dickerson, 1980). Approximately 26 km south of the
Van Horn Mountains caldera, basaltic dikes that
intruded along structures associated with the Rim Rock
Fault, the large normal fault forming the western
boundaryof the Van Horn Mountains,are19t024m.y.
old (Dasch and others, 1969; Henry and Price, 1986).
Quaternary scarps occur along the major fault that
separates the Van HornMountains from Lobo Valley to
the east (Muehlberger and others, 1978).
Basin and Range deformation was chiefly
extensional,although somestrike-slip motion has been
documented (Dumas and others, 1980). Twiss (1959a)
mapped threemajor trends instrikeof Basin and Range
normal faults in the Van Horn Mountains: (1) a north-
northwestern to northern trend, parallel and
subparallel to the Rim Rock Fault, (2) a north-
northeastern trend, roughly parallel to the eastern
boundary of the northern Van Horn Mountains, and
(3) a northeastern trend. Easterly and northwesterly
striking faults are also locally abundant (Twiss, 1959a).
Substantial vertical displacements, as much as 900 m,
are indicated for faults of the north-northwestern to
northern trend, which may be a reactivation of the
major Laramide trend. One normal fault west of High
Lonesome Peak clearly displaces Oligocene volcanic
rocks within the Van Horn Mountains caldera (see
plate), although its total displacement is no more than
about70 m.Most others appear either to be truncated
by the caldera boundary or to die out towards the
caldera. Someof thesefaults areprobablyof Laramide
origin. However, some are Basin and Range faults,
either new faults or reactivated Laramide faults; the
fact that they do not cut the caldera indicates that the
underlying solidified magma chamber served as a
buttress to prevent faulting. Faults of the north-
northeastern and northeastern trends are subparallel
to the two main trends of Precambrian structures in the
area. The northeastern trend may also have been
reactivated during Laramide and Ouachita deforma-
tion (Twiss, 1959a).Faults of the north-northeastern and
northeastern trends commonly terminate against and
locally displace faults of the north-northwestern to
northern trend (Twiss, 1959a; Price, 1982).
Economic Geology
Several deposits of economic interest occur in the
Van Horn Mountains, but only meager evidence of
metallic mineralization directly related to Tertiary
igneousactivity hasbeen recognized.Acombination of
features, including the small size of the Van Horn
Mountains caldera and the chemical compositions of
theextrusive andintrusive rocks, maybe responsible for




Rhyolite Porphyry of the
Van Horn Mountains Caldera
Evidence of hydrothermal alteration and minor
mineralization occurs in the westernpart of thecaldera,
where the rhyolite porphyry is commonly hydrother-
mally altered, and samples of rhyolite porphyry with
stockwork quartzveinlets havebeen foundin float.The
rhyolite porphyry is extensively silicified,and feldspar
phenocrysts arepartlyaltered tosericiteand akaolinite
group mineral. Chemical analyses (table 1) of the
rhyolite confirmboth the silicification and redistribution
of alkalis.
Although the samples of stockwork veinlets are
oxidized, traces of pyrite canbe observed in polished
sections. Chemical analyses (table 2) indicate enrich-
ments in molybdenum and silver. The high potassium
content in sample D suggests potassic alteration,
consistent with sericitization seen in other parts of the
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TABLE 2. Chemical analyses of rhyolite porphyry with stockwork quartz veinlets,
Van Horn Mountains (ppm).*
intrusion. Fluid inclusions in quartz veinlets contain as
many as six phases: liquid, vapor, halite, sylvite,
hematite, and an unidentified opaque mineral. Such
high-salinity fluid inclusions are typical of potassic
alteration zones in porphyry-molybdenum systems.
Outcrops of stockwork quartz veinlets or other
mineralized rock have not been discovered. Erosion
may have removed a more extensive shell of hydro-
thermal alteration and mineralization above the
rhyolite porphyry. However, field evidence indicates
that the rhyolite wasempiaced at very shallow depths
with little or no overburden; thus any overlying
alteration shell must have been thin.
Mica
Muscovite is abundant in pegmatites and mica
schists of the Precambrian Carrizo Mountain Group in
the Mica Mine area northwest of the caldera. Flawn
(1951) reported that attempts were made to extract
mica from schist between 1920 and 1930 and that
approximately $5,000 worth of mica from pegmatites
was sold during World War 11. In 1981, the Alamo Mica
Company beganproduction of mica from schistusing a
dry-separation mill. The product is used in controlling
circulation of drilling fluids in the oil and gas industry.
Building Stone and
Crushed Rock
Ata locality within the VanHornMountains caldera,
0.9 km southwest of High Lonesome Peak, banded
tuffaceous sedimentaryrock from the Hogeye Tuff has
been quarried for building stone. Limestone for rail-
road ballast and road metal has been quarried in the
Sample For Comparison—
Element AverageGranitef
Li 20 1 1 2 40
Be 3 3 <1 2 3
F 32 49 52 25 810













P <25 <25 <25 <25 600
X 41,200 26,300 22,200 62,100 42,000
Ca 600 6,100 650 180 9,900
Ti 500 400 200 400 1,500
V <2.5 <2.5 <2.5 <2.5 44
Cr 2 1 2 2 4
Mn 100 200 20 200 390
Fe 3,900 2,300 2,000 6,900 14,200
Ni 3 4 4 5 4.5
Cv 2 1 2 4 12
Zn 40 20 15 40 51
As <5 <5 <5 <5 2.1
Se <12.5 <12.5 <12.5 <12.5 0.14













Au <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 <0.04 0.0023
Pb <10 <10 <10 <10 18
Th 15 15 8 15 20
U <5 10 <5 <5 3.9
|Values for averagegranite from Rose and others (1979) and Mason (1966).
*Analysesbyinductivelycoupledargonplasmaspectrometerwith theexceptionsof F (analyzedbyspecific ionelectrode),Mo
(analyzedby spectrophotometrywith aZn-dithiolcomplexextractedinto amylacetate),and AgandAu(analyzedbygraphite
furnace atomicabsorption spectrometry).
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Van HornMountains from the Hueco Limestone 10 km
northeast of the caldera and from the Buda Limestone
16 km to the southeast. Quaternary terracegravelhas
also been extracted near the latter locality.
Manganese and Barite
The Mayfield prospect, a psilomelane-barite
occurrence,is located 16 km southeast of the caldera.
Only one carload of hand-picked manganese ore is
reported to have been shipped from the prospect
(Baker, 1934b). Ore minerals occur along the
northwestward-striking Mayfield Fault, the Basin and
Range normal fault that forms the southeastern
boundary of the Van HornMountains. King and Flawn
(1953) noted the presenceof barite along the Rim Rock
Fault in theMica Minearea,and Price(1982)described
similar occurrences 3 km to the north along the same
fault and along other Basin and Range faults.
Price (1982) suggested that all of these barite
deposits formed from theoxidation of sulfide-rich (and
locally manganese-rich) waters moving upwardalong
faults to shallow depths.Thesourceof the bariumcould
have been either from deep or shallow waters. No
connections withigneous activity areapparentat these
localities; there areneither intrusive nor extrusive rocks
associated with the mineralization.
Silver and Other Metals
At thePlata VerdeMineapproximately 6 km north-
east of the Van Horn Mountains caldera, small silver
depositsoccur insandstones of the Powwow Memberof
the Hueco Limestone (Twiss, 1959a). Price (1982)
reported that production from 1934 to 1943 totaled
16,000short tonsof ore averaging0.059percent silver,
0.38 percentcopper,and0.14percent lead.Relative to
unmineralized Powwow sandstones, the ore is also
enriched in arsenic, molybdenum, zinc,and cadmium.
Nearly all of the ore is confined to reduced rocks or
rocks thatwereoncereducedand arenowlimonitic as a
result of supergeneoxidation.Although somereduction
is sedimentary or diagenetic in origin, much of the
reduction associated with mineralization occurs near
faults and was probably formed by introduction of
sulfide-rich waters along Basin and Range normal
faults.
Price (1982) proposed a mode of ore deposition
similar to epigeneticred-bedcopperdeposits, whereby
metals weretransported in low-temperature,oxidizing
ground waters through the Powwowred beds. Precipi-
tationof themetals wasaccomplished byreaction of the
oxidizing ground water with sulfide-bearing waters or
rocks. Because sulfide introduction into the Powwow
sandstones occurred dominantly during Basin and
Rangefaulting, themineralization postdates Oligocene
igneous activity associated with the Van Horn
Mountains caldera.
Minor amounts of lead and zinc are apparently
associated with the Mayfield barite-manganese
prospect (Warren, 1946) and with travertine in a cave
0.4 km southwest of the Mayfield prospect (Baker,
1934b).Neither these occurrences nor the Plata Verde
deposits exhibit features that directly link them to the
intrusive orextrusiveactivity in the Van HornMountains
caldera.
Lack of Major Mineral Deposits
Associated with the
Van Horn Mountains Caldera
No metallic mineral deposits are known within or
related to the Van Horn Mountains caldera. Hydro-
thermal alteration and possibly minor deposition of
molybdenum associated with the rhyolite porphyry are
the only evidence for mineral deposition.Small sizesof
the caldera and associated intrusions may have been
insufficient for the formation of large-scale hydro-
thermal systems typical of many oredeposits. Some of
the largercalderas in Trans-Pecos Texasareassociated
withigneous-hydrothermal mineraldeposits(McAnulty,
1976; Henry and Price, 1984). As examples, lead-zinc-
silver veins (Evans, 1975) and tungsten-molybdenum
skarns (Murry, 1980) occur in and near the intrusions in
the Quitman Mountains 67 km northwest of the
Van Horn Mountains caldera; fluorite veins and
replacement bodies occur in the Eagle Mountains
(Gillerman, 1953) 21 km to the northwest; lead-zinc-
silver-fluorite veins, manto silver deposits, and a
porphyry copper-molybdenum deposit are associated
with theChinatiMountains caldera 110 km to the south
(Duex and Henry,1981; Cepedaand Henry, 1983). In
the Van HornMountains caldera, the relatively brief
period of igneous activity or the small size of the
caldera may have been inadequate for the develop-
ment of widespread hydrothermal activity and ore
deposition.
Thechemical compositions of the igneousrocks may
alsobe a causeof the paucity of mineral deposits in or
nearthe caldera.Mineral deposits would not necessar-
ily be expected to be genetically related to the less
differentiated trachytic rocks. In addition, the pristine
igneous rocks may not have been sufficiently enriched
inmetals to allow hydrothermal activity to concentrate
them.
Thelack of recognized depositscould be a function
of the level of erosion. All of the intrusive rocks appear
tohave beenemplaced atshallow depths.Gradational
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contacts with breccias derived from the rhyolite
porphyries in the southwestern part of the caldera
suggest thattheintrusions weredomes whose tops were
exposed during emplacement. The aphanitic, flow-
banded rhyolite of the intrusion at Garden of theGods
probablysolidified rapidly upon intrusion to a shallow
level. If any mineral deposits do exist at depth,
however, they do not have extensive,obvious surface
expressions.
Geologic History of Tertiary Volcanism
The Van Horn Mountains caldera was one of the
earlier volcanic centers of Trans-Pecos Texas and
probably the earliest in the northwest part of the
volcanic field. Nevertheless, volcanism had started
earlier,both intheDavisMountains and inthe Infiernito
caldera of the Chinati Mountains. The Buckshot
Ignimbrite was erupted from the Infiernito caldera
(Duex and Henry, 1981); Vieja Group tuffaceous
sediments in the Colmena Formation and in the
Chambers Tuff below the lower marker horizon had a
southern source(Walton, 1972). The Buckshot reached
the area of the Van Horn Mountains, where it filled
valleys cut into Cretaceous rocks. A surface of
significant relief had developed on the Cretaceous
rocks resulting fromerosion following Laramide folding
and uplift.
The timeofemplacementof theGardenof theGods
rhyolite is not certain. It is younger than the Buckshot
Ignimbrite, which it intrudes,and is clearlyolder than
some caldera-related rocks. We believe that it was
emplaced shortly before caldera collapse. Its contem-
poraneityand proximity to the caldera indicates that it
is part of caldera magmatism and probably derived
from the same magma chamber that gaverise to the
other rocks.
Volcanic activity in the Van HornMountains caldera
began with eruption of the ash-flow tuff and
simultaneous collapse of the caldera. No older locally
derived volcanic rocks areknown,although theycould
occur within the caldera beneath the ash-flow tuff. The
ash-flow tuff is probably correlative with the lower
marker horizon of the Chambers Tuff, which also
coincides with a change to a northern source of
tuffaceous sediments in the Vieja Group (Walton,
1972). Thus the volcanic and sedimentary records are
consistent on the timingand location of volcanism early
in the development of the Trans-Pecos field.
The ash-flow tuff definitely accumulated within its
owncaldera;collapse and eruption were undoubtedly
simultaneous. The tuff spread primarily to the south.
The site of the caldera and volume estimates of the
lower marker horizon indicate that little, if any, tuff
could have spread to the north.
Caldera collapse occurredalong a roughly circular
zoneabout 4 km in diameter and wascoincident with
tuff eruption.The collapse zone was in part controlled
by older,mostly Laramide structures, and much of the
Cretaceous sedimentary rock in the caldera wall is
intensely brecciated, probably related to collapse but
possibly also inherited from Laramide deformation.
An abundance of igneous activity followed
collapse, including continued pyroclastic eruptions,
probably as air-fall tuffs, and intrusion of rhyolite
porphyry. Pyroclastic activity and intrusion overlapped
in time; the tuff-breccia that accumulated within the
caldera contains clastsof the rhyolite porphyryand is in
turn intruded by the rhyolite. Slumping of the
oversteepenedwall providedlarge (up to 50 m) blocks
of Cretaceous rocks to the tuff-breccia.
Pyroclastic activity from the caldera subsided,and
accumulation within the caldera changed from a
tuffaceous breccia to more normal tuffaceous
sedimentation. The change was gradual and repre-
sented a decline in the proportion of a local tuff
component as compared to more regional sources.
Early tuffaceous sediments of the Hogeye Tuff were
lacustrine and accumulated in aclosed basin withinthe
caldera. The closed basin may have covered nearly all
of the caldera floor but likely was segmented into
several smaller basins by irregular topography on the
tuff-breccia and rhyolite porphyry. Eventually fluvial
sedimentation became dominant and continued at
least until eruption of the High Lonesome Tuff.
The intrusive-extrusive complex was emplaced
toward the end of, but concurrently with, tuffaceous
sedimentation. The complex was fed largely bya stock
outside the eastern margin of the caldera. Flows
extended from the source to the north and south and
extensively to the west into the caldera. The caldera
must still have been a topographic basin at the time.
Basaltic, trachytic,and rhyoliticdikes within andoutside
the caldera were probably emplaced at this time. The
sequence of initial rhyolitic pyroclastic and volcanic or
intrusive activity followed by trachytic and more-mafic
lava flows probably represents tapping of a differen-
tiated magma chamber and is common in calderas of
Trans-Pecos Texas.Forexample, theChinati Mountains
caldera went through three such cycles (Cepeda and
Henry, 1983).
Eruption of the High Lonesome Tuff was thesecond
major caldera event. Eruption may have been
accompaniedbyadditional subsidence,but evidenceis
equivocal.The High Lonesome Tuff spread extensively
to the south and slightly to the west and east. Volume
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TABLE 3. K-Ar ages of rocks of the Van Horn Mountains caldera.
*radiogenic
considerations suggest that little tuff could havespread
to the north.
Clastic sedimentation continued after eruption of
the High Lonesome Tuff,but the tuffaceous component
diminished dramatically. Probably the sediments were
locally derived from rocks exposed in the caldera wall,
but tuff-producing eruptionshad largely ceased in the
Van Horn Mountains caldera.
The last known volcanic event in the area was
eruption of the trachyte lava flows that cap High
Lonesome Peak. It is unclear whether these are
geneticallyrelated to the VanHornMountains caldera.
Similar trachytes occur in the same stratigraphic
position well to the south and westof the caldera. They
may represent an unrelated regional event,but they
could also be flows erupted from the caldera after it
waslargely filled,sothat flows couldspreadextensively
away from the caldera.
K-Ar ages have been determined for the High
Lonesome Tuff and rhyolite porphyry (table 3). Other
rocksof thecaldera have notbeen dated because they
generally are too altered or do not contain datable
phenocrysts (for example, the intrusive-extrusive
complex) or because they contain abundant older
fragmentsthatcould mask their trueage(for example,
caldera-forming ash-flow tuff). Agesof alkali feldspar
separates from twosamplesof High Lonesome Tuff are
37 and 38 m.y. (table 3).
An age of 46 m.y. determined from a sanidine
separate from the rhyolite porphyry is impossibly old.
The caldera, and therefore the porphyry, is younger
than the Buckshot Ignimbrite, which has been dated at
about 37 to 38 m.y. (McDowell, 1979; Henry and
McDowell, 1986). The aberrant age may be due to
incorporation of excess Ar in the porphyry, either
throughdirect incorporation of incompletely degassed
Precambrian feldspars or through crystallization of
sanidine in a magma with a high partial pressure of
Ar derived from Precambrian rocks. Although either
process seems unlikely, the caldera-forming ash-flow
tuff contains abundant Precambrian fragments,
including the potassium-rich phasesmicrocline,biotite,
and muscovite. Similar incorporation in the rhyolite
magma would introduce abundant Ar.
The age of the High Lonesome Tuff is consistent,
within analytical uncertainty, with the ages of the
Buckshot Ignimbrite. Because all other rocks of the
Van HornMountains caldera formed between eruption
of the Buckshot and High Lonesome Tuff, all caldera-
related events must have occurred at about this time
and must have taken no more than 1 m.y.
Caldera Size And Ash-Flow Tuff Volumes:Implications For Eruption AndSubsidence
Comparisonof the volumes of eruptedash-flow tuff
with the volume (area and amountof subsidence) of the
caldera is informative. In this discussion, we first
consider the estimated volumes of tuff and their
implications for subsidence; second, we infer the
paleotopography of the caldera areabefore eruption
to evaluate both volumes and subsidence.
The area of the caldera (10 km ) is well
constrained. In contrast, the estimated volumes of
eruptedash-flow tuff aremuchmoreapproximate (2 to
30 km of outflow caldera-forming tuff, roughly 2to
3 km3 of the same tuff within the caldera, about 1 km
of intracaldera High Lonesome Tuff,and 2to10 km of





(m.y.± 1 a)Sample Rock Mineral %X %40Ar*
81-202 Rhyolite K-feldspar 10.16 86.7 19.15 45.6 ± 1.3
porphyry 10.15 91.4 17.32
81-116 High K-feldspar 3.09 92.5 4.62 36.9 ± 0.8
Lonesome
Tuff 3.11 89.4 4.35
81-117 High K-feldspar 4.31 92.5 6.34 38.4 ± 0.8
Lonesome
Tuff 4.33 83.3 6.70
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outflow HighLonesome Tuff). Incalculating subsidence,
weassume thatcollapse isproportionate to the volume
of magmaeruptedas ash-flow tuff;that is,novoids are
left within themagmachamber,andremainingmagma
does not rise sufficiently rapidly to cancel some
collapse. We also assume no significant uplift of the
subsided block during resurgence,a realistic assump-
tion because the rhyolite porphyry does not seem to
have caused any uplift. Regardless, the rhyolite
porphyry could not have affected the High Lonesome
Tuff, which is younger.
Initial eruption of 2 km of outflow tuff requires
about 200 m of subsidence; additional subsidence to
allow for the postulated thickness of caldera fill could
easily increase this value to 500 m. The maximum
estimate of 30 km of outflow tuff leads to a highly
unreasonable 3 km of subsidence. The caldera would
bealmost as deepasit is wide,a situation inconsistent
with the geometryof modern calderas. Likewise,300 m
of subsidence associated with 1km of intracaldera
and 2km of outflow High Lonesome Tuff seems
possible, but 1.1 km of subsidence is unrealistic. Some
value between the extremes but much closer to the
lower values seems most realistic; our high volume
estimates are unreasonable.
The second approach considers caldera topogra-
phy at the time of ash-flow eruption (fig. 31). We
assume that Basin and Range faulting has not
significantly altered relative elevations within the
Van HornMountains,although absoluteelevations and
elevations relative to adjacent basins certainly have
changed.This assumption is not perfect;some relative
elevation changes have probably occurred, but the
paucity of Basin and Range faults within the Van Horn
Mountains suggests thatmostchanges areinsignificant.
The one exception involves the large north-trending
fault about 2 km east of the caldera (fig. 31).
Displacement across this fault seems significant;
elevations should not be compared across it.
Several different types of elevation information
exist. The elevation of outcrops of Cretaceous rocks
gives a minimum elevation at the time of eruption.
Precaldera volcanic rocks, mostly the Buckshot
Ignimbrite, were deposited on an erosional surface
developedon the Cretaceous.Thetop of these volcanic
rocks thus marks the surface immediately before
caldera formation. Similarly, the elevation of the basal
contactof caldera-related rocks, whether depositedon
Cretaceous or older volcanic rocks, also marks the
precaldera topography. Erosion following caldera
formation could have modified either of the latter two
examples. However, except right along the caldera
wall where mass wasting would have been particularly
rapid, the amount of erosion should not be large.
Finally,present-daystructuralrelief andourknowledge
of the tectonic events that affected the area provide
indirect evidence of elevations.
Figure 31 summarizes the elevation data.
Cretaceous rocks crop out at elevations ranging from
morethan 1,660 mnearthe easternwall of thecaldera
to lessthan1,420 min thesoutheast andsouthwest.The
Buckshot Ignimbrite and Colmena Formation filled
paleovalleysas low as about 1,420 m in the southeast.
One such valley trends northwest or west past
Carpenter Lodge and into the caldera collapse area.
The Buckshot Ignimbrite crops out at 1,560 m just
southwest of this valley, apparently on a ridge
overlooking the valley. Farther southeast another
paleovalley trends, and must originally have drained,
northward (fig. 31; plate). Flows of the intrusive-
extrusivecomplex extendnorthdowna paleovalleycut
inCretaceous rocks in the northeast (fig. 31;plate).The
High Lonesome Tuffspilled over the easterncaldera rim
and also occupied the north-trending valley.
Paleotopography to the west is not as well
constrained. The Cretaceous outcrops provide only
minimum elevations. Several factors indicate that the
west side, particularly the northwestern corner, was
considerably higher than any part of the east side.
Tributaries draining toward the east indicate the west
side must have been high. Permian and Precambrian
outcrops just northwest of the caldera indicate that the
area wasstructurally high;probably it was topograph-
ically high also.No volcanic rocks crop out there; either
they were neverdeposited there or have been totally
removed by erosion. Either alternative suggests the
west side was topographically high. A high areato the
west is consistent with the nature and distribution of
Laramide deformation.TheVan HornMountains areat
thenortheastern edgeof the Laramide fold belt.Higher
elevations should be expected within the fold belt.
Present-day elevations in Chihuahua arecommonly as
high as 2,200 m but are not directly comparable
because they are separated from the Van Horn
Mountains by several major structures. Although
Cretaceous strata are nearly flat lying across the
caldera area,a greater thickness of Cretaceous rocks
mayhave been preservedonthe west side than on the
east side immediately before caldera formation.
Together these data provide a goodpicture of the
paleotopography along the eastern margin of the
caldera but a much morespeculative view of the west
side. A major valley trended nearly north-south about
1 km east of the caldera. The intrusive-extrusive
complex was emplaced directly in the middle of the
valley. One or more tributaries extended west or
northwest from themajor valley into what wasprobably
ahigh areanowoccupied bythecaldera. Theelevation
of Cretaceous rocks in the floor of the major valley
suggests that it may ultimately have drained to the
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FIGURE 31. Paleotopography of the Van HornMountains caldera area at the time of caldera formation.
north. Alternatively, the whole system may have
drained eastinto thepresent Lobo Valley.Theabsolute
elevation of the west side isspeculative but could have
been severalhundred metershigherthanany elevation
on the eastside. Elevations of as much as2,000 m are
possible. The areahad significant relief, as much as a
250-m change inelevation from ridge top tovalley in a
distance of 1.5 km,comparable to thatof presentday.
The highest exposed elevation of the caldera-fill
ash-flow tuff isabout 1,370 m. Because the tuff ponded
within the caldera and should not have been eroded
while still in a closed basin, 1,370 m is a reasonable
elevation for the top throughout the caldera. Tilting
related to resurgence or other postcollapse events
should be minor. The thickness of underlying tuff may
be about 200 to 300 mbut cannotbe tested bylooking
at the precaldera topography.The topography canbe
used to test the volume of outflow tuff and all of the
HighLonesome Tuff.Our minimum volume estimate for
these rocks, 5 km , requires that the caldera wall
averageabout 500 mabove the top of the caldera-fill
tuff, or about 1,870 m. This value is in fair agreement
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with the presumed pre-eruption topography;certainly
it does not allow for much larger volumes. Our higher
volume estimates are totally unrealistic unless the
downdroppedblock wassuspended overa void above
the magma or the magma rose rapidly enough to
replace the erupted tuff before collapse. Either
explanation seems physically impossible.
Almost all ash-flow tuff that escaped the caldera
must have flowed to the south. This conclusion is
consistent with the presumed topography, the final
volume estimates, and the known distribution of both
outflow tuffs. Our larger volume estimates allow for a
significant component inother directions. Obviously,it is
risky to estimate volumes based on very spotty
distribution. Apparently the configuration of the
caldera wall channeled mostof the erupted tuff to the
south. A small part of the High Lonesome Tuff is an
exception. It passed over the east rim of the caldera
and then down thepaleovalley both to the north and to
the south. It is curious that it flowed over the east rim
because the southeast rim atCarpenter Lodge wasstill
apparently the lowest point on the caldera wall.
Ash-flow tuffs aregenerally acknowledgedto form
bygravitational collapseof aneruption column (Fisher
and Schmincke, 1984). The tuff can flow over
topographic barriers whose maximum elevation is a
function of theheightof thecolumn and the distance of
the barrier from the column. No part of the Van Horn
Mountains caldera wall should have been highenough
to prevent either tuff from overflowing. Nevertheless,
the tuffs were channeled to the south, most likely
because the southeastern wall was low and led into a
major valley system. Apparently topographic relief of
at most a few hundred meters can have asignificant
effect on the direction of flow.
Other topographic features probablyalso provided
constraints. For example, the high Laramide foldbelt
formed a westernbarrier to most tuffs in Texas (Henry
and Price, 1984). The Sierra Vieja was a low area in
front of the Laramide folds in which both ash-flow tuffs
and tuffaceous sediments ponded. However, these
constraints were secondary to the topography
immediately adjacent to the caldera.
Comparison With Published Caldera Models
The characteristics and development of the
Van Horn Mountains caldera generally follow the
model of Smith and Bailey (1968) and Lipman (1984).
However,itis distinctive inseveral aspects,most notably
size, and comparison with the standard model is
informative. Smith and Bailey identified seven major
stages of caldera development including (1) regional
tumescence,(2) caldera-forming eruptions,(3) caldera
collapse, (4) preresurgence volcanism and sedimenta-
tion,(5) resurgentdoming, (6) ring-fracture volcanism,
and (7) hot-spring and hydrothermal activity. They
emphasized that stages could be repeated in a cyclic
pattern. Lipman (1984) reiterated this model and
emphasizedprecursor volcanism; that is,most calderas
arebuilt on earlier volcanoesthat areprobably partof
the same magmatic system.
(1) Regional tumescence and precursor volcanism.
Neither of these are observed in the Van Horn
Mountains caldera.Precaldera rocks in the wall show a
variety of attitudes, from flat lying to gently dipping.
However, the rocks clearly do not dip radially away
from the center, and the observed dips are easily
ascribed to earlier,mostly Laramide, structural events.
Possibly the extensive precaldera structural dislocation
allowed the underlying magma to rise through the
upper crust passively, instead of doming the older
rocks.
Precursor volcanism is nonexistent unless extrusive
rocks were associated with the Garden of the Gods
rhyolite. Because the rhyolite wasclearly shallow, it is
possible that some magma was extruded, but the
resulting flows have been eroded. However, it is clear
that the caldera was not built on a substantial earlier
volcano. Ash-flow tuff eruptionwas the first significant
volcanism in the area.
(2, 3) Caldera-forming eruptions and collapse.
Thesetwostagesappeartohave been simultaneous,as
wasash-flow eruption and caldera collapse in all other
calderas in Trans-Pecos Texas (Henry and Price,1984).
It is not known whether collapse breccias occur inter-
bedded with the ash-flow tuff, but their abundance
within the overlying tuff-breccia suggests that they do.
The collapsed block may have been substantially
brecciated during collapse, as indicated by the
abundance of precaldera structures that trend into the
caldera and by thelack of doming of caldera fill during
resurgence. Extensive deformation of what was to
become thecaldera block during Laramide and earlier
events may have allowed it to disaggregate during
collapse. In contrast, Lipman (1984)indicates thatmost
calderas subsided as pistons with little internal
deformation.
(4) Preresurgencevolcanism and sedimentation. As
shown bythe thick tuff-breccia,post-ash-flow volcanism
wasextensive. However, the tuff-breccia is contempo-
raneouswith therhyolite porphyry,whichappears tobe
the counterpart of a resurgentdome in the Van Horn
Mountains caldera. Thus the post-ash-flow volcanism is
not strictly preresurgence. Nevertheless, the tuff-
breccia,along with thelacustrine andfluvial tuffaceous
sedimentsof the Hogeye Tuff and possibly the intrusive-
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extrusive complex, seems to occupy the samegenetic
position.
(5) Resurgent doming. The rhyolite porphyry also
occupies anequivalent genetic position to a resurgent
dome, even though it does not appear to uplift the
intruded caldera-fill. All other calderas of the western
alkali-calcic belt in Trans-Pecos Texashavecomparable
intrusions thatalsodo notcommonly uplift theintruded
rocks (Henry and Price,1984). The lack of doming and
theapparent influence onemplacement ofstructures in
the subsided block support theidea that it wasbroken
during collapse.
(6) Ring-fracture volcanism. The intrusive-extrusive
complexmay beanexampleof ring-fracture volcanism.
The intrusive source was emplaced just outside the
eastern boundary of the caldera but is not on any
observable ring fracture. Certainly no other ring-
fracture volcanic rocks are present,andsuch volcanism
is very irregularly developed in other Trans-Pecos
calderas (Henry and Price, 1984).
(7) Hot-spring and hydrothermal activity.
Hydrothermal alteration of therhyolite porphyry attests
to the former existence of a hydrothermal convection
system. Hot springs were probably abundant during
volcanism inthe caldera. Henryand Price (1984) found
that hydrothermal alteration and ore deposition were
integral parts of the cycle in most Texas calderas.
The High Lonesome Tuff and possibly the late
trachyte lava flows representa second cycleof stages2,
3,and 4.Additional caldera collapse during eruption
of the High Lonesome Tuff is uncertain,and it is not
certain thatthetrachyte lavaflows arederived from the
same magma chamber. Nevertheless, the underlying
magmachamber clearlywent througha second period
of replenishment and/or differentiation before
eruption of ash flows resumed. Vertical compositional
zonationof thecaldera-formingash-flow tuff cannotbe
investigated with the present incomplete exposures.
Zonation is not apparent in the High Lonesome Tuff,
which is relatively homogeneous both in major and
trace elements (table 1). Although more thorough
evaluation is necessary, lack of zonation is notable
because small-volume ash flows are more commonly
zoned than large ones (Smith, 1979).
Thus the Van Horn Mountains caldera exhibits a
reasonably complete sequence of events compared to
other resurgent calderas. At the very least, it
experienced the critical aspects of ash-flow eruption,
caldera collapse, and resurgence, as well asa second
cycle of ash-flow eruption. Eruption of two separate
ash-flow sheets separated by a significant hiatus
indicates two separate, but major, cycles of
differentiation of the parental magma.However, the
caldera is one of the smallest known to us, with a
collapseareaof about 10 km and anash-flow volume
of probably no more than 10 km . Both these values
place it among the smallest of epicontinental ring
structures, or ash-flow calderas (Smith, 1979). Indeed,
Wood (1984) found no ash-flow calderasunder 5 km in
diameter; by his criteria, the Van Horn Mountains
caldera would be relatively small even for a
stratovolcano. The volume is about at the lower limit
that would lead to caldera collapse but is roughly
proportional to thecollapsearea,asnoted for calderas
in general by Smith (1979). Nevertheless, all of its
features are those of an ash-flow caldera, not a
stratovolcano.
The distribution of Basin and Range faults indicates
that theunderlying magmachamber is notsignificantly
larger than the collapse structure. As in other Trans-
Pecos calderas (Henry and Price, 1984), Basin and
Range faults go around the caldera, and faults that
trend into the caldera die out rapidly into it. The
western boundary fault of the Van Horn Mountains
horst lies just500 mwestof the westernboundaryof the
caldera, and another major fault lies just2 km eastof
the eastern margin. The magma chamber served as a
buttress to resist extension;it must lie entirely between
these two faults. We cannot assume that the caldera
simply represents a small apophysis of a larger
chamber.
Smith (1979) emphasized the variations in
diameters of calderas and volumes among ash-flow
tuffs and their source magmachambers. Nevertheless,
the Van Horn Mountains caldera illustrates several
points. Seeminglyidentical processesoccur overa wide
rangeof sizes.Sizealone is nota constraint oncaldera
development, although it may influence exactly how
some features, such as resurgence, occur. Significant
variationsundoubtedly correlate with size,but notin a
one-to-one relationship. Lipman (1984) reached a
similar conclusion from a much broader sampling of
calderas.
Whatever the process that generated the parental
magma, it was able to produce very small batches.
However, it produced much larger batches elsewhere,
if other magmatic systems in Texas formed by similar
mechanisms. For example, the Chinati Mountains
caldera is approximately 20 km in diameter, and the
related caldera-forming ash-flow tuff may be aslarge
as 1,000 km3 (Cepeda and Henry, 1983). Magma
generation for both the Van Horn Mountains and
Chinati Mountains calderas probably occurred in the
mantle and is related to subduction.
Calderas are commonly difficult to recognize
becauseof their largesize.Examination of only asmall
part of a very large caldera might not reveal any
diagnostic features. The smaller size of the Van Horn
Mountains caldera made it relatively easy to identify.
However, geologists,expecting calderas in general to
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Isotopically Dated (K-Ar) Samples
Precollapse Rhyolite (Garden of
the Gods Intrusion)
81-119. Nearlyaphyric, flow-banded rhyolitic intrusion.
Very minor (<1 percent) 1 mm in diameter phenocrysts of
quartzandalkalifeldsparin bandedgroundmassof quartz,
alkali feldspar,and minor opaques. Minor vesicles. CA.
81-206. Similar to 81-119, except feldspar phenocrysts
arecommonly totally dissolved. Segregationsof secondary
quartz,siderite(?), and minor sericite(?). CA.
Caldera-Forming Ash-Flow Tuff
HB4-13. Nonwelded, rhyolitic ash-flow tuff. 10 percent
total phenocrysts, dominantly consisting of rounded,
embayed quartz as large as 2 mm in diameter and lesser
anorthoclase. Also minor plagioclase, oxidized biotite,and
opaques. Rare xenoliths of Precambrian rock fragments,
microcline, and muscoviteand Permianor Cretaceousclastic
sedimentary rocks and chert. Some biotite may also be
xenocrystic. Groundmass consists of angular and mostly
undevitrified glass shards. CA.
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Rhyolite Porphyry Intrusion
81-118. 25 percent total phenocrysts, dominantly
consisting of 4-5 mmrounded,embayedquartz.Also 1-2 mm
plagioclase, 3-4 mm alkali feldspar, and holes that are
probablytotallydissolved feldspars.Feldsparsarecommonly
silicified and altered to sericite and calcite. Former mafic
phenocrysts, probably biotite, totallyaltered tosericite and
opaques.Groundmass consistsof a finemosaicof quartzand
cloudy alkali feldspar. CA.
81-207. 20 percent total phenocrysts, dominantly
consisting of quartz and sanidine (2.5 mm) with minor
plagioclase (1.5 mm). Feldspars are commonly partly
dissolved, silicified, and altered to sericite. Minor mafic
phenocrysts, probably biotite, altered to opaques and
sericite. Trace zircon. Spherulitic groundmass consists of
quartz, alkali feldspar, and minor opaques.CA.
81-214. 1.5 mm phenocrysts of embayed quartz
(10 percent), alkali feldspar (7 percent), and a plagioclase
(3 percent) in a microcrystalline groundmass of quartz and
alkalifeldspar.Feldsparphenocrysts arecommonlysilicified
and altered to sericite and kaolinite. Minor biotite(?)
phenocrysts altered to sericiteand opaques. CA.
81-202. 20 percent total phenocrysts of quartz (4 mm),
sanidine(3 mm),and oscillatory zoned plagioclase(1 mm).
Feldspars relatively unaltered compared to other rhyolite
porphyry samples. Formerbiotite phenocrysts totally altered
to opaques and clay minerals(?j. Groundmass consists of
finely crystalline quartz and alkali feldspar. K-Ar.
Hogeye Tuff
81-186. Detritalrock consistingof grainsof quartz,alkali
feldspar, plagioclase, pumice, glass shards, and rock
fragments.Someshards showaxiolitic devitrification;others
altered to probable clinoptilolite.CA.
Intrusive-Extrusive Complex
81-120. Rhyolite.Less than1 percentquartzphenocrysts
(0.5 mm) in trachytic groundmass of alkali feldspar, minor
plagioclase,opaques,and devitrified glass.Minor calcite in
groundmass and abundant irregular vesicles. CA.
82-91. Porphyritic trachyte.5 percenttotal phenocrysts,
dominantly of clinopyroxene,some of whichare zoned,and
minor plagioclase and orthopyroxene. Some totally
serpentinized grains may have been olivine. Trachytic
groundmass consists of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and
opaques with minor calcite. CA.
82-90. Porphyritic trachyte. Similar to 82-91 except
slightly fewer phenocrysts and no possible olivine. CA.
81-196. Porphyritic trachyte. 3 percent total phenocrysts
of plagioclase, clinopyroxene,orthopyroxene, and
magnetite. Some plagioclase slightly altered to calcite;
magnetite partly altered to hematite-ilmeniteintergrowths.
Groundmass of plagioclase microlites, clinopyroxene, and
opaques.Minor calcite andchlorite areprobably alteration
products of glass. CA.
82-89. Porphyritic trachyte dike. 20 percent total
phenocrysts of highly fritted plagioclase, lesser clino-
pyroxene, and minor anorthoclase. Groundmass is a
quenchedaggregateof plagioclaseand clinopyroxene.CA.
81-197. Porphyritic trachyte, similar to 81-196. CA.
82-92. Basalt. 3 percent microphenocrysts (0.3 mm) of
plagioclase and olivine. Trachytic groundmass consists of
plagioclase laths, clinopyroxene,and opaques with minor
calcite. CA.
81-200. Porphyriticbasalt.2 percenttotalphenocrystsof
olivine (1 mm) and clinopyroxene (0.3 mm). Olivine is
fractured and partly altered to iddingsite, goethite, and
chlorite.Somepyroxenesarezonedandsomeshowa wormy
texture. Trachytic groundmass consists of plagioclase,
clinopyroxene,olivine,and magnetite.Minor chloritemaybe
alterationof former glass. Trace pyrite and alterationof
magnetite to ilmenite-hematite.CA.
HB4-8. Porphyritic basalt dike. Phenocrysts of clino-
pyroxene,olivine, and plagioclase in groundmass of same
minerals and opaques; groundmass and phenocrysts are
nearly gradationalin size.Plagioclasecommonlyshowsslight
normal zoning and has inclusions of clinopyroxene and
opaques. Clinopyroxene has partly resorbed core and
unaltered edges. Olivine is slightly serpentinized.CA.
81-192. Porphyritic basalt. 10 percent total phenocrysts
dominantly of clinopyroxene (up to 3 mm) with 2 percent
olivine andplagioclase. Clinopyroxenes arepalegray and
zonedandcommonlyshow wormymarginsaround unaltered
cores. Olivine is slightly altered to chlorite, iddingsite,and
goethite. Plagioclase is continuous in size with groundmass
and containsabundantapatiteneedles.Groundmassconsists
of trachytic plagioclase laths, clinopyroxene, olivine,
magnetite,and minor ilmenite.Slightcalcite in groundmass
and some alteration of opaques to ilmenite-hematite.CA.
HB4-10. Basalt. Nonporphyritic; groundmass consists of
unoriented plagioclase laths, clinopyroxene, olivine, and
opaques. Olivine and plagioclase range up to 0.4 mm;
clinopyroxeneand opaques areabout 0.1 mm. CA.
HB4-12. Basalt. Similar to 84-10 but with minor altered
glass in groundmass and ophitic texture. CA.
High Lonesome Tuff
81-117. Rhyoliticash-flow tuff, vitrophyre.Phenocrystsof
anorthoclase (6 percent; up to 2 mm), plagioclase
(5 percent;up to2 mm),clinopyroxene(includingpigeonite
and augite; 2 percent; 1 mm), and possible very minor
amphibole. Hematite and ilmenite-hematite intergrowths
were probablyoriginallymagnetite and ilmenite.Trace of
zirconand apatite.A single grainof pyrrhotiteoccurs within
clinopyroxene. Groundmass of denselywelded shards and
pumiceis perliticwithminorareasof spherulitic devitrification
and a few rock fragments.CA and K-Ar.
81-116. Devitrified,rhyolitic ash-flow tuff. Phenocrysts of
anorthoclase (20 percent; to 2 mm) and opaques
(<1 percent; 0.2 mm). Some possible plagioclase
phenocrystsandaggregatesof opaquesthatwereprobably
originally clinopyroxene. Trace of zircon and apatite.
Groundmass consists of devitrified, densely welded glass
shards and pumice. Some vapor phase crystallization of
quartz and alkali feldspar. CA and K-Ar.
81-115. Devitrified, rhyolitic ash-flow tuff. Similar to
81-116 except10 percent anorthoclaseand definiteplagio-
clase. CA.
81-191b. Devitrified, rhyolitic ash-flow tuff. Similar to
81-115.Mafic phenocrysts, probablyclinopyroxene,altered
to opaques and chlorite. CA.
Late Trachyte of High Lonesome Peak
81-113. Porphyritic trachyte. 2 percent normally zoned
plagioclase phenocrysts to 2 mm. Trachytic groundmass of
plagioclase,alkali feldspar(?), and opaques. CA.

